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FOREWORD

by Commodore G.V.Sloper AM RAN
Commanding Officer HMAS ALBATROSS
Never having the privilege to seNe in the carriers HMAS Melbourne and Sydney, I consider it an honour to
have had embarked flights in HMAS Success and now to be in command of HMAS Albatross. I am very much
aware of the illustrious and distinguished senior officers who have seNed in this position previously and can
only hope to match their efforts.
The contributions of the Fleet Air Arm cannot be recognised too highly and the camaraderie of its members
sets a great example to the Royal Australian Navy and, indeed, all other navies with whom we have contact.
This team spirit, very evident in the professionalism of the FAA, also exhibits itself in many other facets of life,
particularly in family support, friendship and sport.
It is in sport where I have had the most contact with HMAS Albatross , usually finishing second, but matching
these with the occasional success, even in the odd grand final. I can assure you that my loyalty now lies with
the 'birdies' and look forward to supporting our teams in their victories over those who are not fortunate enough
to seNe in the front-line of the Navy.
I would like to take this opportunity to commend the FAA members for their dedicated support to Slipstream,
the Naval Aviation Museum and the FAA Association of Australia. It takes considerable time, effort and
devotion to keep these activities running smoothly; a fact not always widely appreciated by all. Thank you for
your efforts and endeavours .
In summary, I am very privileged to be posted to this my last command and job in the Navy. I cannot think
of a better way to complete 39 years in the SeNice and look forward to meeting old and making new friends in
the next two years.

-
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Editorial

·'

Dear readers . As you will note
when reading the National President's
Report in this issue, the first
POSITIVE step has been made in the
preparation of the Fleet Air Arm
History; OUR history!
A prospective author is currently
researching the 'ways and means' of
tackling the project. I have heard along
the 'buzz-line', that he will probably be
sending out a questionnaire to all
members of our Association . If this
should eventuate, please give him
your full support .
Don't forget to send copies of your
'dits' etc. to Slipstream, to add to our
own Fleet Air Arm archives .
On a different tack, the Australian
Naval Aviation Mus~m
is coming
along in leaps and bounds . Visiting
members, and 'the uninitiated' , all
speak very highly of the museum 's
progress.
It is hard to believe that this tribute
to Australian naval aviation has been
achieved by donation alone. It is
worthy of your support .
To those dedicated people, past
and present, who have worked so hard
to develop this dream , 'I doffs me lid' !

A SHIPMATE NEEDS
HELP!
Would any member of the ships
company, HQ personnel or squadron
personnel , who served aboard HMAS
Melbourne during the period 1963 1966, and in particular who lived and
worked onboard during the period of
the refit, carried out in dry dock in
Sydney, please contact:
Richard Forbes
PO Box 58
DINGLEY VILLAGE VIC 3172
or phone (03) 551 4083
You may in turn be contacfed by
representatives
of SLATER
and
GORDON, Barristers and Solicitors .
All and any contact names will be
treated in the greatest confidence and
a person's name will not be passed on
to any third party without their express
permission .

Disclaimer
All rights resenoed. Reproduction
In part or whole Is forbidden without
the express permission of the Editor In
writing.
The views and opinions expressed
In this publication do not necessarily
reflect the views and opinions of the
Association
or
Committee
of
Management.

Introducing the new Commanding Officer of
HMAS Albatross
Commodore Graham Vaughan SLOPER was born in Murw illumbah , NSW
and spent most of his boyhood as part of the only family on Woogoompah Island
in Moreton Bay. He was educated primarily under the Queens land
correspondence system with his last two years at Mitchelton State High School
pri or to entering the Royal Australian Naval College (RANC) in 1958 from
Brisbane. After graduation from RANC in 1960 , he served in HMAS Swan and
then undertook further training in the Royal Navy at Brit~nnia Roya l Naval
College, Dartmouth, and in HMS Wizard in the West Indies and South America .
Commodore Sloper returned to Australia in 1962 and subsequent ly served
four sea going postings as a Navigation, Ship 's Diving and Direction Officer
before returning to the UK to qua lify as a Torpedo Anti-Submarine (TAS ) Officer
and Mine Warfare Officer. He had several further sea postings as a TAS Officer
and on the staff of the Commander, Anti-Submarine Warfare Forces Pacific in
Hawaii, where he was awarded a commendation · as the planner for the first
RIMPAC exercise . He has been posted as a Trials Officer ; Tactical Instructo r, the
Staff Weapons Officer in Australia House , London and as the Deputy and
subsequently Director of Naval Off icers' Posti.ngs.
His sea commands include HMAS Ibis, Commander First Austra lian Mine
Countermeasures Squadron , HMAS Perth and HMAS Success , the latter
including a seven month deployment in 1990 / 91 as part of the Australian
contribution to the Gulf crisis . He is a graduate of t he RAN Staff College, the
Field Force Command Logistic Staff Course and the Joi nt Services Staff College.
On promotion to Commodore on 1 June 199 1, he was posted as Director
General ADF Recruiting and appo inted a Member of the Military Division of the
Order of Australia on 10 June 1991.
In August 1991 Commodo re Sloper was deployed to the Arabian Gulf as CO
of HMAS Success and initial ly as Commander of the Australian Task Force
which was part of the Multi Nationa l Interd iction Force . He was relieved in March
1992 on return to Australia .
A keen sportsman, Commodore Sloper won singlehanded Sai ling, Sculling
and Boxing trophies at RANC ; he represented the RAN in Rugby (the last game
for the RAN at age 37, thereafter reverting to social rugby) , Hockey and
Waterpolo and the RN at Hockey and Waterpolo . He is now an avid fishe rman
and a retired Rugby player (being invited to retire in 1991 on promotion ).
He is married to Deanne (Dannie) - the daughter of Commander AH .Brown
RAN (Rtd), with three children and lives in Nowra . His eldest daughter is a
Lieutenant, the next a BA/Diploma of Education graduate currently wo rking with
Sportsgirl , while his youngest, the son , has comp leted an Arts degree at the
Australian National University and has a furthe r year of study to complete his
Law degree.

PHOTOGRAPHS A LAST FAREWELL
WANTED
The widow of the late CPO
(CAM) Ronald 'Darky' Barber ,
would very much appreciate
any photographs showing him
during his navy days (1948 68) .
Any photographs will be
treated carefu lly, copied and
returned to their owner.
If anyone can assist in this
matter, please contact the
Editor .

SMITH Alan J. -· 1.4 September 1994
WATSON David C. - 18 October 1994
MALOY David - 01 January 1995
CLELAND Frank - 13 January 1995
STONEHOUSE Arthur - 20 March 1995

The late
Arthur Stonehouse
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[THE WESTLAND LINKS
Westland's
rotary wing
links with the Royal Australian
Navy stretch over forty years
(longer for fixed wing) with new
helicopters from the company
entering service with the RAN in
each of the last four decades;
Bristol Sycamores in the 1950s,
Wessex in the 1960s, Sea Kings
in the 1970s and again in the
1980s. With a RAN requirement
for up to 27 Intermediate
Helicopters to equip its new
ANZAC frigates and Offshore
Patrol
Combatants
(OPC),
Westland is working hard to
extend its connection
with
Australia well into the 21st
century.
One element of that extension is
already in place with a Westland
contract to up-grade the seven . RAN
Mk 50/50A Sea Kings in a Life of Type
Extension (LOTE) programme which
will see the helicopters remain in
service until at least 2008 and
probably beyond as the RAN's
Maritime Utility Helicopter (MUH).
At one stage it did not look like the
Sea Kings would see out the 1990s
with a decision by the 1991 Force
Structure Review to declare a LOT for
the helicopter of 1995-6, but following
further detailed examination of options
for providing for providing the RAN
with MUH capability by HQ ADF and
the Department of Defence, a LOTE
programme for the Sea Kings, rather
than buying additional S-70B-2s, was
seen as the most capable and cost
effective way ahead.

MARITIME UTILITY
HELICOPTER
Read Admiral Nick Hammond,
then ACMAT-N, signed the LOTE
contract with Westland on July 5, 1994
for a programme that will see the
seven Sea Kings fully up-graded by
the end of 1996. Major features of the
programme include replacement or
modification of obsolete avionics
equipment and enhancement of the
capability of the helicopter in the utility
role.

' Sea King: Maritime Utility Helicopter'
* Repositioning of the Thermal Barrier
on the Mk 50s to a position aft of the
main cargo door , increasing available
cabin space
* Introduction of 2001b/square
loading floor panels throughout
helicopter
cabin,
providing
additional
tie down points
improved durability

foot
the
for
and

* Introduction of Engine Air Particle
Separators for engine protection in
FOO environments
* Introduction of a cabin doorway step
and associated cabin door frame hand
holds to assist movement of personnel
in and out of the cabin
* Increased troop seating in the main
cabin
* Installation of a second battery to
improve
self-start . capability
on
deployment
* Underfloo r relocation of the Aft
Radio Rack equipment to ·increase
cabin space
* Removal of the Forward Radio Rack
to increase cabin space

Avionics:
* Modification of the Automat ic Flight
Control System (AFCS) main amplifier
to allow for the introduction of a new
Doppler Navigation System including
a Racal Doppler
91 , RNS252
Navigation Computer and Air Data
Unit to provide the helicopter with a
state-of-the-art navigation system
* Upgrading the exist ing Thorn EMI
Lightweight ARI 5955 radar to the ARI
5955/2 standard including a new
processing unit , colour display monitor
and track-while scan capabilit y

* Introduction of a British Aerospace
GM9
Compass
for
improved
navigational accuracy
* Introduction of new Collins ARC 182
V/UHF and HF 9000 radios for
enhanced
communication
and
commonality with other naval aviation
assets
* Introduction of a new on-board Racal
Communication Control System to
enhance crew communication
* Introduction of a new Collins ARN118 TACAN

I
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NEW NAVAL HELICOPTER
REQUIREMENTS

MODIFIED I-BAND
TRANSPONDER

RADIO RACKS
IIEPOSITIONED
TO MAXIMISE
CABIN VOLUME

ADDITIONAL BATIERY

With the work programme for the
Sea King LOTE programme now
progressing
rapidly and set to
intensify , Westland is increasingly
committed to responding to the new
naval helicopter requirements on both
sides of the Tasman . In New Zealand,
Westland is bidding the Super Lynx to
meet the RNZN requirement to replace
its existing fleet of Westland Wasps, in
service since the 1960s , whilst in
Australia the company will be bidding
a variant of Super Lynx for the RAN's
ANZAC
and
OPC
helicopter
requirements.
Super Lynx

'LOTE modified RAN Sea King Mk50/50A'
Modificat ion
of the
X-band
transponder to mainta in compat ibility
with the radar
Modification
of the
Attitude
Indicators to produce new Attitude
Director Indicators

* Modificat ion to
the
cockp it
instrument panel to permit the fitting of
new Horizontal Situation Indicators
Paralleling the helicopter up-grade
are Simulator modifications to reflect
the changes to the aircraft . This aspect
of the programme is being undertaken
by British Aerospace (BAeA) under
contract to Westland .
Australian

ARN -11 8 TACA N. Westland
is
wor king closely with Brisbane based
software house, Mincom, to assist it
develop software systems to military
specifi cati on and, with BAeA, is
undertak ing an evaluation of the
app licab ility
of
its
Australian
developed FUR to the Westland Super
Lynx helicopter. A similar activity is
under way with AWA Defence
Indust ries on the potential of its RWR
and ESM systems t o Super Lynx and
other Westla nd Helico pters.

.Of all the features of Super lynx
which
distinguish
it
from
its
comp'etit ors, the most significant are
that it was spec ifically designed for
operations from small ships and is
fully proven in combat.
From the outset , Super Lynx was
designed to operate from corvettes,
frigates and destroyers and to ach ieve
maximum availability in severe sea
conditions . Lynx common ly operates
in up to sea state 6 with deck roll of up
to +/-23 degrees and wind cond it ions
of 50 knots with a side or ta il wind
component of up to 40 knots .

Industry Involvement

BAeA will also be supplying
technic ians
to
the
Westland
Contractor Working Party which w ill
commence work on the first Sea King
at NAS Nowra in mid-1996 . A tra il
installation will be carried out, initial ly
over a three month period, followed by
a two month production clearance .
Once this has been satisfactorily
completed the remaining six Sea
Kings will be modified over a seven
month period with the last helicopter
re-entering service just 26 months
after contract award .
In addition to BAeA, a numbe r of
other Australian
companies
are
involved with Westland on the LOTE
programme as well as participating in
associated offset activities . Playing a
key role is Rockwell Systems Aust ralia
in Melbourne which is supplyi ng ARC
182 and HF 9000 radios as well as the

'Purpose designed for small ship operations '
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The
operate
from a
features

ability of Super Lynx to
in these conditions derives
series of specific design
notably:

* Semi-rigid rotor head with composite
main rotor blades - providing for a high
level of helicopter agility with precise
control response allowing
deck
landings in severe sea states without
recovery equipment. In addition, on
landing, up to 30001bs of negative
rotor thrust can be applied, holding the
helicopter
to the
deck whilst
unrestrained. The rotor system also
enables safe rotors running loading,
refuelling and arming, even on a
moving ship's deck
* Tricycle wheeled undercarriage - the
main wheels can be angled while the
nose wheel can be castored to 90
degrees .enabling the helicopter to
rotate around its deck lock into wind
direction, thus allowing the helicopter
to launch independently of the ship's
heading. The undercarriage oleos
maintain a constant ride height,
facilitat ing
arming
with
ASuW
missiles, torpedoes or depth charges

* Wheel locks - known as "sprag
brakes" remain locked on unless
released, ensuring the helicopter does
not move on landing
* Harpoon deck lock - controlled by
the pilot, it is engaged immediately on
landing securing the helicopter to a
deck grid, providing maximum security
for the helicopter

Other maritime features which have
been contributed to Lynx being
selected by 11 navies include:
*

Fully marinised airframe

Folding main rotor blades and tail
pylon
* Compact size which
hangar volume and height.

minimise

Combat Proven
Lynx served with distinction in the
Falklands
and
Gulf
conflicts
demonstrating the effectiveness of its
Sea Skua missile system which is
integrated with the GEC-Marconi
Seaspray 3000 Radar.
Four Sea Skuas, with a range
currently in excess of 15 kilometres ,
can be carried by Super Lynx . The
missile system uses semi-active

'Super Lynx - Proven ASu W capability '
homing, thus as the miss ile nears its
target, the radar ·returns on wh ich t he
missile in homing increase, enhancing
hit probability . The ability of Super
Lynx to ripple· fire missiles enables a
target's defences to be overwhelmed .
For the surveillance/OTHT role
Super Lynx can be fitted with a range
of state-of -the-art FUR and ESM in
addition to Radar, providing the parent
ship with an extended survei llance
horizon as well as third party ta rgeting
for anti-ship missiles.
Multi-role
In addit ion to the prime roles of
Surveillance /OTHT and ASuW , Super
Lynx can- carry a handy 30001b
underslung load and up to 9 personnel
seated in the cabin for interception
roles and SAR. In the ASW role, Super
Lynx can carry two torpedoes or two
depth charges on its common carriers .
The Future
Since its introduction into service
with the Royal Navy which currently
operates 90 Lynx, · 10 navies have
recognised the helicopter's suitability
for small ship operations with major
operators including the FreTlch Navy
(40), Royal Netherlands Navy (24),
Republic of Korea Navy (12), Federal
German Navy (19) and Brazilian Navy

(18). To date Lynx has accumu lated
over 600 ,000 flying hours with 750,000
deck landil"!gs.
Most importantly, and reflecting
the continuing sales success of Super
Lynx, the helicopter has been subject
to a policy of continuous product
improvement in line with customer
requirements and will rema in in
production and fully supportable well
into next century .
As a purpose designed, small ship
helicopter , Super Lynx is ideally
placed to make the next evolution of its
development in response to the
demanding operational requirements
of the Royal Australian Navy.

Congratulations

to

HS 817 Squadron
Winner of the
McNichol Trophy
for Air Squadron Safety and
Efficiency - 1994
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NATIONAL PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
As this is the first time this
year that I have had an
opportunity to address the
FAAA members, may I wish each
and every one of you the very
best for 1995. May the year be
everything you wish it to be.

..

The last two years have been years
of consolidation for the Association
and the membership continues to
grow, but the are a lot of 'ex-birdies'
out there that we would like to sign up.
And not only the 'birdies' . Those who
worked in support of a FAA billet are
eligible to join as full members, and let
us not forget those very important
members of our family, the wives,
mothers and sweethearts who ran
things while we were fighting the wars
of SEATO, ANZUK and Wanchai. I
would like to see a concerted drive in
1995 to get more associate members
in the FAAA. The ladies earned their
place in our organisation and we
should show our appreciation of their
efforts by including them in our
activities.
I am pleased to report to the
members that Bob (Windy) Geale has
agreed to become the Honorary
Historian of the FAAA . 'Windy' is very
well known throughout the Fleet Air
Arm and has a vast knowledge of the
history of the RAN FAA. However, he
is always looking for more information
and memorabilia to fill in the gaps that
exist in the history . So, if you have
some story to tell, or have some
photo's that tell a story of days gone
by, then get in touch with 'Windy '.
[cl- ANA Museum, PO Box A15, Naval
PO, NOWRA NSW 2540]

*CONTACT*
*WANTED*
*FOUND*
The Editor
wants
Geoff
Litchfield's account of his wet-ditching
drill at St. Georges Basin .
Kevin Bullen - Tel. (07) 805 3135
Wishes to contact Tony Pavey.
Jim Lee - Telephone (044) 217579
Wishes to contact Peter Cheers and
Verrel Clark, regarding an epic poem
titled 'Verrel the Valiant' .

Whilst on the subject of history ,
should also report on two other
matters that were discussed at the
Federal Council meeting held last
October. At that meeting it was agreed
that the Association would propose to
the ANA Museum that the FAAA would
take on, as a FAAA project , the
creation of a memorial to our Patron,
Sir Victor Smith . A proposal was put to
the ANAM Directors who decided that
the installation and coordination of the
display should be carried out by a
professional contractor under the
supervision of the Museum Director.
As this decision was in variance with
the brief I had been given by the
Council, I withdrew the proposal but
agreed to approach the State Divisions
to see if they would consider making a
donation towards the cost of the
display. This will be done when we
have had time to see the finished
display.
The Federal Council also agreed
that it was time that a start was made
on the written history of the Fleet Air
Arm. We have talked about getting the
history written , but it's now time to
stop talking and do something .
Two
options
have
been
considered . The first was to have the
entire history contained in a single
volume . This was rejected on the
grounds that it would take too long and
would have space limitations . We do
want a comprehensive history to be
recorded . The second , and the
adopted option, was to divide the
history into three eras . The first
volume will start with the Australian
naval aviators in World War 1, then
move through the between the wars
The Australian War Memorial is
seeking information on the histories of
the following Sea Furies :

TF 925
VW232
vx 730
WG630 .
Would members please jolt their
grey cells, look in their log books or
study any photographs they may have,
so that we may shed some light on the
histories of these aircraft.
Please forward any information
you may have to : Hon.Secretary, PO
Box 105, VINCENTIA, NSW 2540 .

period into World War 2 . The history
will then look at the planning , creation
and the mann ing of the RAN FAA. The
first volume would conclude w ith the
paying off of HMAS Sydney as a fixed
wing carrier in 1956 . The second
volume will start with the acquisition of
HMAS Melbourne so there will be
some over lap in the chronological
sequence of events but th is is
acceptable .
This project will be a challenge but
we must get started as so many of
those who created the early part of our
history need to be interviewed as a
matter of some urgency. Age does
weary them . The project will take
money , but it is our collective
responsibility to see that th is history is
recorded, and therefore it is or
collective responsibility to find the
mon~y to fund it. More of that later .
The Federal Council accepted the
offer by the Queensland Divi sion to
host a national FAA reunion on the
Gold Coast in November 1996 - details
will be promulgated when available .
After the 1992 reunion , the committee
decided that the next reunion would be
the BIG one in 1998 when the FAA will
celebrate its 50th birthday , however ,
numerous members pointed out that
we are not getting any younger and
1998 is a fair way off. As a result, the
decision was made to accep t the
Queensland Division offer . Mark the
date in your diary - NOW !
In closing , may I repeat the request
that I make every time I put pen to
paper for Slipstream - please get
behind your Divisional committee and
lend a hand . If all hands turn to , then
the work load becomes so much
easier .
Thank you , and best wishes to you
all.
'Toz' Dadswel l
Bob 'Windy' Geale is carry ing out
private research on the genesis of the
PTA Flight. · tie is seeking general
information relating to the fli ght ,
names of the personne l involved,
photographs, and the names of ships
from which the flight operated . Please
contact him at: 288 lllaroo Rd, North
Nowra NSW 2541 .
FOUND
To the reader who wanted to
contact Rod Venning, try:
8 Harvey Avenue, Gilles _Plains ,
South Australia 5086 .
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FROM
THE
ARCHIVES

PETTY OFFICER ARMOURER'S COURSE - HMS HERON - AIR GUNNERY COURSE - 1948
Rear L-R: 'Nobby' Clark - 'Stormy' Hall - 'N ugget' Nugent
Front: Bill Blake - 'Jock' Lacy - Instructor? - Bill Cobb - John Mibs
Photo courtesy John Mibs (A26367)

I

L_ -
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THIS SPORTING LIFE
HMAS ALBATROSS SPORTING TEAMS - EARLY 1950s
If you know the names, please let the Editor know.
Photographs courtesy Charles Grose
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A FOND FAREWELL
from Commodore Geoff Morton ·AM RAN
departing Co~anding Officer of HMAS Albatross
They say that 'time flies when
you are having fun', and when I
reflect on the last two years I have
spent in command of Albatross, the
truth of this old saying comes
sharply into focus.
It seems as if I have only been here
a Dog Watch, and yet so much has
happened in that period. The last two
years have been ones of very
significant change at Albatross and
what has really impressed me is the
way people here, both Service and
Civilian, have accepted the need for
change and worked hard
to
make
the
new
arrangements work.
The Changes which
have
grabbed
the
headlines have been
those associated with
the Commercial Support
programme . There is no
doubt in my mind that
the Navy is getting
considerable supp~ from the new
arrangements . I was particularly
pleased that our 'In House Option' was
successful in bidding to provide a very
wide range of base support services,
comprising such disparate functions
as Ground Radio, Fire Fighting,
Cleaning, Gardening and Guarding to
name a few. Some old timers will no
doubt be disappointed that sailors no
longer man the gate, but efficiencies
we have achieved with the new
arrangements have enabled us to
divest resources to where they belong
- the sharp end. Similarly, BAeA
[British Aerospace] have been doing
an excellent job in running the NAS
workshops. Of course, this change
raised some eyebrows initially, but the
benefits have far outweighed the
disadvantages and it is good to see
that the RAN is able to retain the skills
of many talented people when they
leave the Navy because they can be
employed in the workshops by BAeA.
I have also been particularly
pleased with the progress made over
the last two years in upgrading the
buildings and facilities here. The new
Sick Qua~ers will be complete by the
time you read this and the old
buildings will disappear for ever; as
well, the size of the Naval Stores
complex has almost doubled . We have
started a programme designed to
replace most of the old corrugated iron

buildings and soon to go will be the old
Safety Equipment workshops. I am
hopeful that a new Technical HQ and
AMAFTU building as well as a new fire
station will commence construction in
the near future, and I have been
assured that the building of a new H
hangar to ease overcrowding in J
hangar is being given top priority . With
the
new airfie ld lighting,
ILS.
upgrading of hard standings and fire
protection in C,D, E and F hangars ,
replacement of emergency generators ,
installation of a modern energy
management
system ,
and installation of a base
wide computer network,
together with a host of
minor
but
important
projects, the Facilities
Staff have been flat out.
Dianne and I have
particularly enjoyed our
association
with
the
Australian Naval Aviation
Museum during the last
two years and hope that this
association
will
continue .
The
developments at the Museum recently
have been most impressive and I have
been honoured to have served as
Chairman of the Foundation . It is with
a great sense of regret that I will hand
over this role to my relief .
In looking towards the future, I
have to say that I can see the pace of
development at Albatross continuing,
and this will bring with
it further
changes . There is no doubt that
Albatross will remain an important
Navy and ADF asset, and with the
Navy's plans to increase the number of
helicopters at sea, I believe you can
expect to see continued growth in the
level of activity here.
The brief farewell note the editor
asked me to pen has turned out a little
longer than he had hoped I suspect ,
however, as a non-Naval Aviator let
'.11esay what a pleasure and privilege
1thas been to command the Naval Air
Station . Dianne and I have made
many new friends and renewed many
old ones . As always, . it is the people
that make or break any period in
command and I have been fortunate in
being supported by so many fi~st class
people . Without them the things we
have achieved over the past tylo years
would not have been possible . Thank
you all, goodbye and good luck.

WHOWASHE?
Spokeshave

I know I know the face, and acted like
I should
I smiled and shook his hand, as if my
memory was good
"How's the wife", I say, "are you
keeping well?"
Exactly where I met him, is very hard
to tell
I listen to the things he says and never
disagree
All the time I rack my brains, thinf<jng
"who the hell is he?"
He looks older and acts familiar, I can't
forget a face
And though I feel I know him, I can't
recall the place
He remembers me it 's obvious I wish
he 'd drop a clue
'
But then he might be thinking, "Who
the bloody hell are YOU?"
Dedicated to those who suffer from CRAFT.

A TUCK HERE
A STITCH THERE !
Accord ing to a Darwin Sunday
newspaper , . a young couple at a
shopping centre carpark had a spot of
trouble with their vehicle
The gallant husband told his wife
to go on with the shopping while he
sorted out the trouble .
She returned soon after to see a
group of people gathered around th e
car. A pair of legs, clad in shorts , were
sticking out from under the car. The
only problem was, that the shorts
,revealed more than they should have.
The embarrassed wife bent down
and tucked the offending bits back into
the shorts, then stood up to see her
husband looking at her from the back
of the car .
The mechanic
needed three
stitches in his head.
This item all the way from the USA. Thank
you, Joe Gates.

TRUE or FALSE
Some members keep an Association strong
While others join just to belong
Some dig right in and serve with pride
·
Some go along just for the ride
Some volunteer to do their share
While some sit back and just don't care
Some do their best, some help, some make
Some do nothing - only take
Some greet new members with a smile
Some make their coming so worthwh ile
While some go their merry way
With never a greeting or a word to say
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SYCAMORE 907 AND
VAMPIRE RESTORATION
REPORT

Although there is nothing to
show in the museum, the project
team has been investigating
the
supply of materials and making
cost estimates for the construction
of.the fuselage.
Inquiries have shown that to build
the fuselage true to the original would
be very expensive, for instance, there
are about one hundred turnbuckles
required at a cost of at least seventeen
dollars per item. There are cheaper
versions of the product available but
they are not of aircraft quality.
Accordingly a revised method of
construction for the basic fuselage has
been drawn up to show the 'true'
construction in certain areas, while a
different and cheaper method will be
used in areas to be covered by fabric .
This has been approved by the

Museum Director and funds have been
allocated for the expenditure needed.
Every effort is being made to acquire
materials by donation or at a discount.
The steel required for the project
has been donated by 'MASC OT
STEEL', to whom we are very grateful
for their support .
We are hopeful of finding a firm
who will 'roll form ' the cowling .
The only other fully assembled
items which will need to be acquired at
this stage, are two spoked motor cycle
wheels (front) to take a tyre 700mm by
75mm - or close to that size. Old
wheels would be suitable , they can
always be grit blasted and coated, the
spokes are covered in the original.
If anyone can assist regarding the
cowl or the wheels, would you please
contact John Goble : Tel (02) 450-1537

THE Vampire - another of 'life's little challenges' - Photo Peregrine

Since my last report, the wheels
of progress
have indeed been
turning
and we have acquired,
through a perspex manufacturing
company
in Sydney, two long
awaited Sycamore nose bubbles.
These have now been fitted and
make both aircraft complete.
907 (Silver Sycamore), for those
who are unaware, is to be suspended
from the hangar roof arches directly
above the foyer. As an exhibit , it will
depict a rescue from a signal box as
originally performed in the Maitland
floods of 1955 .
Before we can suspend the
helicopter, you will appreciate that we
have had to make it as light as
possible, this has resulted in the
removal of the ECU, drive shafts and
other
non-essential
components .
Consequently, the all-up-we ight of the
aircraft is now approximate ly 1.5
tonnes.
To obtain the original silver finish
(without painting), many hours of
'brilling ' (Brasso), applicat ions of
cutting compound and buff ing were
required . The finished result is quite
impressive - come see for you r self.
The man [ Lionel Pitt of Kiama] ,
tasked with the job of suspend ing the
aircraft from the hangar roof, is very
profic ient
in this
field 'having
suspended exhibits at the Power
House Museum and the Maritime
Museum in Sydney . Some of his
accomplishments being a Wessex ,
Dick Smith 's Jet Ranger and Australia
II.
Restoration work has just been
started on the Vampire with stalwarts
Ray Larder , Ron Ross and myself
looking after the project.
There is a great similarity in the
condition of this aircraft with the Sea
Venom restored by Tony Penno's
crew, in that it requires a tremendous
amount of TLC . The timber and
structural ·area are badly decayed
after years of neglect - it looks like
becoming a 'bog and paint' job .
I would like to take the opportunity
to thank the Museum Directo r, Mike
Lehan, and the Board of Directors for
their most appreciated gestu re in
presenting me with a Museum
Governorship. My efforts over the past
years have been entirely voluntary ,
and have been enjoyed as a hobby
with extremely satisfying results.
Don Parkinson - Project Manager
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DON PARKINSON - MUSEUM GOVERNOR
The Board of Directors of the Australian Naval Aviation Museum
Foundation voted unanimously
to ask Mr Don Parkinson to
become a Museum Governor.
Governorship is offered to people or companies in recognition of their
services or financial sponsorship to the Museum development project, and is an
honorary position .
Don Parkinson has consistently lead a team of volunteers over the last six
years, devoting many thousands of manhours, to restore our historic aircraft on
display in the main museum hangar.
His Governorship is awarded in recognition of his dedication , skill,
enthusiasm and devotion to the enormous restoration task, without which we
would not have the magnificent display of naval aircraft at the museum .
The names of all our Governo rs are proudly displayed in the museum entry
foyer.
Commodore Graham Sloper AM RAN , Commanding Officer of HMAS
Albatross ' and Chairman of the Board of Directors, presented Don Parkinson
with his Governor 's memento Sea Fury model.
* Congratul ations , Don! The presentation is well deserved . Ed.
Photograph courtesy South Coast Register

A LITTLE
DAB.LLDO

YER!
And then there was the battler who
went to the luxurious looking house in
the hope of finding a job .

He knocked on the back door and
said to the lady who answered,
"Please, do you have any work for
me? I don't want any handouts , just
some honest work ."
"Well, that makes a change", said
the lady. "I've got some ladies in for
cards, but if you're really carefu l, I
suppose you could paint th~ porch. If
you want the job you 'll find some
yellow paint in the shed".
Two hours later he knocked on the

THE

CAPTAIN'S
TJ\BLE
'Stewy', was a consc ientious and
hard working Leading Hand on 816
Squadron (VS816) .
One Sunday night, he and several
others worked on an unserviceable
Tracker aircraft until the early hours.
As a result of his labours , it was not
surprising that he was slightly adrift for
the next turn to .
Unfortunately for Stewy , a rather
zealous Regulating PO ran him in to
appear before t he CO , Captain D. H.
'Nobby ' Clarke .
As Stewy 's Divisional Office r, I
appeared as the accused 's friend .
After Stewy pleaded guilty and I had
given my plea in mitigation , Nobby
was ready to pass sentence . 'Seven
days stoppage of leave'.
'But sir', I protested , 'East ern
General Orders recommend only 3
days stoppage of leave for being adrift
for less than one hour'.
Nobby , ever his own man ,
responded.
'I am _ the Captain,
fourteen days stoppage of leave'.
'But si 2, I again protested, 'that
now exceeds the maximum penalty'.
'I told you before, I am the Captain,
twenty-one days stoppage of leave'.
At this point , the Comm issioned
'Joss ', Lieutenant Ray Lemon , spoke
up, 'Sir, you really can't do this '.
'I have made it clear to Lieutenant
Vickridge ', sa id Nobby in measure d
tones , 'and I will now make it clear to
you, I am the Capta in, twenty-eight
days stoppage of leave !'
At th is point in the proceedings,
Stewy couldn 't conta in himself any
longer . 'Sirs , I appreciate what you are
doing for me , but would you both
please stop trying to help !'
FOICEA subsequently reduced the
penalty to 3 days stoppage of leave.
Geoff Vickridge
door aga in.
"I'm still tied up, I can't come out
to look at the porch ", said the lady,
"but here's some fresh cakes and
sandwiches and a $10 note. How's
that?" .
"Fine, thank you very much, lady,"
the man said .
He paused ....."By the way , t hat car
I just painted yellow ain't a Porsche,
it's a Mercedes .·
0000000

00000

-
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WELFAREOFFICER'S REPORT
by Ivan 'Chips' Gray JP

Some time ago I reproduced in
Slipstream the following extract
from the Veterans' Affairs Welfare
Officer's Handbook:-

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
'Treatment of Cancer or Pulmonary
Tuberculosis'
"Special arrangements exist for the
treatment of Australian
Veterans
suffering froin malignant neoplasia
(cancer) and pulmonary tuberculosis.
The Department will provide or accept
financial responsibility for the treatment
of any malignant condition or TB
subject to the receipt of an application
from the patient or someone acting on
his or her behalf "

Unfortunately there are categories
of ex-service personnel who , I have
since discovered , that are not covered
by
these
'SPECIAL
ARRANGEMENTS'. In an effort to
clarify the situation I wrote to the
Deputy
Commissioner
of
the
Commonwealth
Department
of
Veterans' Affairs, his reply is as
follows :
Dear Mr Gray,
I refer again to your letter of 21
October 1994 about entitlement to
treatment for cancer.
To be able to claim under the
special provisions for treatment of
non-service related cancer and/or
tuberculosis under sub-section 85(2)
of the Veterans ' Entitlements Act 1986
(VEA), veterans and serving members
must have had particular types of
service.
Generally they must have:
* served in the Australian Defence
Forces in World War 1 or World War
2, or
* served in one of the conflicts
Australia has fought in since World
War 2, or
* had 3 years continuous full-time
service as a member of the Defence
Forces (or been medically unfit and
discharged due to their service) on or
after 7 December 1972, or
* Have been a member of an
international Peacekeeping Force .
Service in an operational area
forms the basis of eligibility for

veterans who served in Korea, Malaya
or Vietnam . Unlike veterans of World
Wars 1 and 2, or the Interim Forces,
who are eligible to claim irrespective of
where they served, veterans who were
in the Defence Forces when these later
conflicts were under way are only
eligible if they served in an operational
area.
The broad areas and dates for the
various operational areas are given
below .
Korea - 27 June 1950 to 19 Apr il 1956
Malaya/Malaysia - 29 June 1950 to 21
May 1963
Vietnam (Southern Zone) - 31 July
1962 to 11 January 1973
Malaya (Thai border) - 31 July 1962 to
11 January 1973
Malaya (Brunei Dabah & Sarawak ) 31 July 1962 to 11 January 1973
Malaya - 31 July 1962 to 11 January

1973
Vietnam (Coastal Waters) - 31 July
1962 to 11 January 1973
Schedule 2 of the VEA provides a full
description of the above areas .
Many Commonwealth and All ied
ex-service personnel are eligible to
receive a service pension. However ,
this does not
qualify them as
Australian veterans and they are
therefore not eligible for treatment for
cancer or tuberculosis under subsection 85(2) of the VEA
It is possible for ex-service
personnel who served in the Defence
Forces between World War 2 and 7
December 1972 to have no entitlement
under sub-section 85(2) of the VEA if
they did not serve in an operational
area as defined above.
If you or any of your members are
still uncertain as to whether they
satisfy
the
requirements
for
entitlement to treatment for cancer or
tuberculosis , please contact the
Cancer Benefits Area on 008 113304
extension 7 494 for advice.
I hope that I have been able to
clarify the situation for you and your
members .
Yours sincere ly,
G K Stonehouse
Deputy Commissioner
So ... from this letter you will note
that claimants must have served in the

Australian services and if the service
falls between 1948 and December
1972, without having served in an
operational
area , you miss out.
However , if you were on a three or
more engagement when the Veterans '
Entitlement Act was amended in
December 1972, you can claim
irrespect ive of where you served.
I hope this clarifies the situation ,
and apo logise if my previous article
gave anyone false hope . In my view, it
is an example of a gross inadequacy
of the VEA , firstly there is no
recognition for long serv ice in the
period 1948 to 1972, secondly , these
same personnel are not included for
treatment costs in terminal illnesses
when post 1972 personnel are.
These injustices are just some of
the items that the RDFWA , at a
national level , raise from time to time
with the relevant Min isters . It is
important that all members of the exserv ice organisations give their full
support by regular attendance at
branch
meetings
and
in
the
recruitment
of
new
members .
Politicians are very conscious of the
number of voters influenced by the exservice organisations .
NAVAL
AVIATION
UP AND COMING

MUSEUM
EVENTS

APRIL 20 - BUSINESS
LUNCH
MAY 17 - NIGHT FLYING SUPPER
MAY 18- BUSINESS
LUNCH
JUNE 1 5 - BUSINESS
LUNCH
JUNE 25- FAMILY AIR DAY
JULY 12 -TOMBOLA
NI GHT
JULY 20- BUS IN ESS LUNCH
AUGU ST 1 7 - BUSINES S L UN CH
AUGU ST 1 9 - VIETNAM VET E RANS'
REUNION
AUGUST 27 - 47TH ANNIVERSARY
OF HMASALBATROSS
- FAMILY AIR
DAY
SEPTEMBER
3 - FLEET A IR A RM
DINNER
SEPTEMBER
13- NI GHT FLYING
S UPPER
SEPTEMBER
2 1 - BUSINESS
LUNCH
OCTOBER
1 9 - BUSINESS
LUNCH
OCTOBER
29 - SHOALHAVEN
SPRING FESTIVAL,
WINGS AND
WHEELS
FAMILY AIR DAY
NOVEMBER
1 5 - TOMBOLA
NI GHT
NOVEMBER
1 6 - BUSINESS
LUNCH
DECEMBER
9 - GOVER NOR S' BALL
IN MAY 1996 , A TRIP TO WARBIRDS
OVER
WANAKA , NEW
ZEALAND,
IS BEING
ARRANGED.
F U LL DETA IL S IN THE NEXT
ED IT ION OF SLIPST REA M, OR , YOU CAN
CHECK
WITH
YOUR
DIVIS IO NAL
SECRETARY
FOR IN FORMATION
NOW!
FOR
ANY
I N F ORMAT IO N
REGARDI N G
THESE
F UNCTIO N S , PLEASE
CONTACT
KAR E N ON (044)
2 1 1 920.
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Dear Ed,
I really enjoyed reading Geoff
Litchfield's
account
of his
'memorable day' forty years ago.
I can recall hearing about the
incident from a mate of mine
who was on the flight deck at
the time. He said that he, and
others, agreed that they had
witnessed mighty quick reflexes
and flying skill on the part of the
pilot after getting a very late
'wave-off'.
It was interesting to read that Geoff
put the suggestion that he may have
had some Fury and Divine help. I
certainly agree on the latter . I often
think back on my exciting but
dangerous times on the flight decks of,
Sydney, Vengeance and Melbourne,
and reflect on the many accidents, and
near accidents. I am quite sure that
the good Lord was listening when we
sang our special hymn at the church
services - 'For those in peril on the sea'
(and in the air).
Although not as exciting as Geoffs
memorable day, please find attached
my account of an unusual flight deck
accident that you may find suitable for
insertion in Slipstream .
Yours faithfully,
Tom Henry - ex-CPO AH

CHOCKMAN THE
BRAVE
It was late 1951 aboard HMAS
Sydney off the north coast of Korea,
the sea was very rough and the
weather very cold. During a break 1n
flying operations, the Flight Deck
Chief called out, "Tom Henry, slip
down the after lift, there is another
chockman
required
for a Fury
coming up from 'C' hangar for a
power run".
As I made my way down to the
after lift, I thought to myself how
unlucky I was . This aircraft had most
probably"had an engine change and I
was likely to be stuck on the chocks for
up to half an hour.
The Fury was eventually parked on
the Port quarter with the after fuselage

aligned over one of the many flight
deck ring-bolts . The mechanics soon
had a lashing around the after
fuselage and secured to the ring bolt.
Prior to the young pilot manning
the cockpit , I checked the lashings on
my chocks, then got into position on
the deck with my feet around the after
chock and my arms and upper body
wrapped around the wheel and front of
the chock . Needless to say, it was a
very uncomfortable position and I was
grateful for the special issue fur line.d
helmet and gloves that gave some
protection from weather conditions
that we were unaccustomed to.
As the powerful Bristol Centaurus
engine burst into life, I noticed that the
yellow coated Director and the Firesuitman had moved away, probably to
get out of the cold. The pilot ran the
engine at medium power for some
time . I remember thinking that under
these conditions lying on a hard deck
was a stupid place to be, the noise,
and the huge five-bladed prop blowing
bitterly cold air over me added to the
discomfort . My thoughts drifted to my
little home town in northern New South
Wales where it would be nice and
warm and everyone thinking about

parts? Will the aircraft ground loop
and go over the side? Or what if ........ .
The possibilities were endless , or so it
seemed .
It was now freezing cold , the-Fury
was really roaring, the deck was now
heaving from the rough seas and I
could sense that something was about
to happen. 1 buried my face between
my upper arm and the aircraft tyre .
There was a deafening noise and I was
suddenly
sprayed
with
debris,
then ....... all was quiet.
I looked up to see the Fury
precariously balanced on its nose atop
a badly bent propeller .
The Flight Deck Officer and others
were soon on the scene and the Fury
was restored to its original position .
"Good lad , Henry , sticking with
your chocks! You may have helped
save the aircraft" , said the FOO.
At this point one of my Ai rcraft
Handler mates tapped me on the
shoulder and whispered , "You silly
bastard. You should have shot
through, you could have been killed!" .
Little did they both know , that
because of the severe cold and 'Fury
fear', 1 was more or less frozen with
fright.
1 was thankfully noting that the
debris which had struck me was only
several layers of deck paint, when the
· FOO said, " You can go below for a
stand-easy , Henry". Then added with
a grin, "You may need to change your
underpants!".

Christmas and the holidays . .----============
My day dreaming came
to a sudden halt as
realised that the pilot was
increasing
power
considerably ! At the same
time I noticed that the deck
movement was becoming
more pronounced, maybe
it was getting rougher or
the ship was changing
course .
The
aircraft
was
approaching
full power
when my fellow chockman
caught
my
eye
by
frantically pointing to the
rear of the aircraft. I
checked to see what was
grabbing his attention - the
fuselage
lashing
was
starting to FRAY!
From
my cramped
position I anxiously looked
around for someone to get
the attention of the pilot there was no one in sight!
My mind started working
overtime .
What
will
happen if the lashing

;;:;;;;
-:;;;;
;;;;;:;;;
;;----,
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From the Commodore's Mailbag ...
An article in an English new spaper ,
relating to a PO WREN on exchange
from the Roya l Navy to a billet at
HMAS Alba tros s, p rompted
the
following letter to the CO of RANAS .
Dear Si r,
The newspape r article regarding
the exchange vis it of Miss Lewis to
HMAS Albatross bro ught back vivid
I
memories of 55 years ago when
served aboard HMS Albatross,
experiences which I hope will be of
interest to you and you r command .
First , may I introd uce myself . I
served in the Royal Marines from 1936
,,-......, -1940 and as was usual in those days,
\
we spent long periods of our service
onboard HM SHIPS. In my case , I was
a Nav al Gunnery Instructo r for 18
years so I served on some 7 sea going
ships and 2 Naval Shore Statio ns.
In June 1939 I returned from
service on t he China stat ion and was
withdrawn from a Naval cours e in July
1939 to j oin HMS Albatross as a
member
of a 32 strong
RM
detachment. At that time Albatross
wa s ma nned mostly by pensioners
and reservists w ho had been recalled
during t he 1938 crisis and not eligible
for sea service .
The Capta in and several other
officers were also on the retired list but
elected to rema in onboard and sail
with the ship.
StoMng ship had the especially

RM 4 .7• gun on the boat deck, the tw o
on the flight deck and the one on the
quarter deck were manned by sailors.
The guns were unique , and to my
knowledge only carried on Albatross ,
so we had to start from scratch , but we
soon became proficient crews and did
some practice shoots . I realised ,
however , having served on three
carriers , that the Air Arm would be the
main function of the ship .
On 8 September we arrived at
Freetown, Sierra Leone, once again
the Captain addressed us, informing
us we would be mainly based at
Freetown , flying dawn and dusk
patrols protect ing the convoys arriving
from and to the UK. Mine fields had
been laid outside the harbour , which is
one of the largest tidal natural
harbours in the world , and a swept
channel was kept open for the
convoys .
Our main function was to patrol
just outs ide the swept channel where it
was expected that submarines would
be lying in wait for stray ships . For the
first few weeks the patrols were quiet,
but soon enemy action was reported,
and reports of supply ships using
'friendly ' countries south of Freetown .
Armed Merchant ships used as raiders
were also reported to be in the area, so
we were occasionally called on to be a
Depot ship for our only submarines
operating in the area .
.
we were anchored in the main
tidal flow not far from the shore which

enabled our aircraft to be launch ed
and recovered against a fa irly brisk
fl ow. We also had an aircraft trot
[moorings] not far from the ship where
we kept about half of our aircraft .
Just after arriving at Freetown, my
Royal Marine officer informed me that
as a candidate for promotion , he was
detailing me for duties as Ward room
Attendant , which entailed steward s
duties looking after air crew officers.
My two officers were the Squadron
Commander, Lieutenant Joe Mansell,
the son of an admiral , and the Senior
Observer , Lieutenant Buchanan Dunlop , a member of a famous
Scottish Whisky Company .
Commander Manse ll asked me
what I knew about a Lewis gun, and
being a · marksman, he had me
attached to the Air Wing because there
was a shortage of Air Gunners .
Besides the two bombs which the
aircraft carried, there was also a Lewis
gun mounted in the front and after
cockpits , the forward one could be
ma nned by th e Observer , the other b)'
t he Air Gunner .
The other duty of the AG was to
'stream ' the canvas when going
alongs ide prior to hoisting , when the
Observer secured himself on the wing
to secu re the hoist wire .
This was a pleasant interlud e in
my service life, especially as it entitled
me to extra duty pay of about one
Austral ian dollar a week . As my pay in
those days was only the equivalent of
A$3 a week , it was quite a pay rise!
Unfortunately, it all ended early
1940 when I was promoted to Corporal
and had to resume my gunnery and
continued over .....
military duties.

alrea_d~y~s-ta_rt_e_d~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

embarking
of
our
Wa lrus aircraft
and
spares , but this was
mainly the responsi bility
of
th e
Air
Arm
personnel, but for all of
us it was a very hectic
period. After degauss ing
we spent a couple of
days sea t rials and
eventually sailed on 31
Augus t - destination
unknown !
The ship had no
public address system,
Bugle calls and pipes
were done by 'word of
mouth', so on Sunday 3
September, our Captain
'cleared lower deck' to
inform us t hat we were
at war and heading for
the South Atlantic.
I was 'Captain' of the
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Life onboard was very primitive
and the climate meant we worked
tropical routine - 6am to midday - but
managed to get ashore some
afternoons for sport, bul all leave
expired at 6pm because the ship was
always in short notice for sea . Our
only news came from the WT office
who issued a short summary every
day , and when we did purchase a
radio set, we could only occasionally
receive an Engl ish programme
because of the hills around the port .
We operated a ferry to visit HMS
Edinburgh Castle, a Depot ship, to see
a film about once a month , but the
films were so old that hardly anyone
bothered . We sometimes had short
sea trips to places like Dakar, Gambia,
Lagos and Bathurst.
Towards the end of 1940, the
officers and ship 's company were
being rotated, the policy being, oldest
first. A half of the Royal Marines left,
being replaced by stewards and
seamen, but all of my 14 man guns '
crew were retained because of our
'experience'! Just when we thought
our turn had come, it was decided to
send Albatross to Simonstown for a
refit, the new captain insisted my guns'
crew should remain onboard.
A new seaplane base had been
built so we disembarked our Air Arm ,
very much to their envy, and spent a
pleasant six weeks in civilisation - no
black-out , excellen t sports facilities,
and very important, female company !
When the refit was completed and
our seamen and steward relief arrived
onboard, accommodation on a Dutch

liner was arranged, only to be
cancelled because we had been
ordered to : proceed to Labita , to
intercept a ship carrying a German
agent who had been passing our ship's
movements to the enemy ships. Labita
was then Portugese and neutral, so
action could only be taken when the
ship was at sea . Because of the
'experience ' of my guns' crew and the
armed Royal Marines to form a
boarding party, the captain wanted us
to remain onboard, with the assurance
that our Dutch liner would still be
available in Freetown.
Things didn't go quite to plan and
we experienced a little difficulty in
arresting the agent, especially as we
had to land him at Lagos, which made
us several days late in arriving at
Freetown, which meant our ship had
sailed. We did , however, join a Polish
ex-liner shortly after and 16 Roya l
Marines and 2 seamen finally left the
ship after 26 months - the only
'survivors'
of the original ship 's
company .
During this time, a couple of the
crew had died of malaria, several had
been repatriated because of mental
disorders , two attempted suicide and
almost everyone was suffering from
tropical
skin complaints.
Whilst
awaiting our draft, we had an
examination onboard HM .Hospital
Ship Oxfordshire , where it was found
we were all suffering from severe heat
exhaustion and mild mental disorders ;
it was recommended that we be given
at least six months shore posting on
return to the UK.

In my case, I qualified as a Naval
Gunnery Instructor, for which the
captain had recommended me.
I spent the last 18 months of the
war in combin,ed operations and look
part in the invasion of Sicily , Italy and
Normandy, finishing my naval career
onboard HMS Newcastle in the Far
East and Korea.
Looking back after all these years,
I can honestly say I enjoyed life,
except for that
horrible
place,
Freetown, which was known as the
'white man's grave'! Fortunately for
me, it didn't affect me quite as badly
as some, and at 76 I am still enjoying
a reasonably healthy life, perhaps due
to my daily medicine - a scotch !
I have enclosed a photograph of
Albatross which you might find
interesting , but I would imagine you
will know her history . The last time I
saw her was in Plymouth Sound flying
the Red Ensign . It was, I believe, being
used as a floating casino .
I don't recall where the photog raph
was taken , but obviously a spec ial
day , dressed overall and a fine show
by her aircraft .
My apologies, kind sir, for the
layout of my letter, the paper and my
writing . I have a touch of arthritis in my
hands so cannot type . i sincere ly hope
that my letter will be of some interest.
Fifty-five years of memories !
My warm regards to fellow
'Albatrossians' .
Yours faithfully ,
Reg Sully

Another from the Commodore's
mail -bag ..... .

which was a Mobile Air Torpedo
Maintenance Unit and the Bomber
Torpedo Unit at the foot of Nowra Hill,
besides the main Air Station . [hence
the BTU Road]
Our CO throughout the time we
were established in December 1944
and the time we closed the station in
1946, was Captain
Harold
G.
Dickinson RN. Our Commander (S)
was Eric H. Taylor RNVR. I remember
the permanently appointed officers
very well.
Our unit was composed of
General Service, Fleet Air Arm
Personnel, Royal Marines and RAF
personnel. We all (MONAS), arrived
on the liner Empress of Scotland,
which also carried the .newly appointed
Governor General, the Duke of
Gloucester and his fam~y and staff .
MONAS 1 (Nabbington)
was
accommodated
under canvas at
Warwick Farm initially and then
moved down to Nowra during the first
few weeks of January 1945.

The later MONAB's were stationed
in var ious places in NSW .
The Master-of- Arms and I were the
last people t o leave Nowra in 1946
prior to being sent back to UK for leave
etc.
I was drafted to HMS Daedalus,
the HQ of the FAA as it was called
then . I was put in charge of drafting of
naval personnel to Ships (carriers)
squadrons
and
foreign
service
stations . I personally chose the
nucleus of the first to be loaned to the
RAN to start the formation of the
Australian Fleet Air Arm, of course I
gave preference to volunte ·ers, of
which there were a large number for
the various categories. A lot of FAA
personnel had married Australian girls
(as had I) and that also helped in
selection .
I always considered that having the
Naval Air Station nearby was the
making of Nowra . The people of
Nowra and districts were generosity

Dear Sir,
I am prompted to write this
letter because it is exactly 50 years
ago this week [dated 18DEC94] that
Nowra Air Station became an RN Air
Station, having been for some years
an RAAF Station.
It was called HMS Nabbington, the
first and the headquarters of a number
of RN Air Stations in NSW whose
names all began with NAB, but as a
whole they were MONAB 's (Mobile
Operational Naval Air Bases) which
was formed up in Lindham, Norfolk,
UK.
I belonged to Nabbington . I was its
Chief Writer and ran the Pay Office .
We were very much understaffed,
because at one time we had the best
part of 5,000 men between Jervis Bay,
which was HMS Nabswick, Currarong

* Thank you, Reg, for sharing your
experiences with us ex-Albatrossians . Ed.

continued over .....
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itself and we tried to reciprocate
whenever we could . I still have the
photograph of the first dance held in
the Chief Petty Officer's mess in 1945,
half the men were still wearing khaki
with the Royal Navy flash.
I liked going to Currarong to pay
the troops there . A Mr and Mrs
Bromley of Currarong were part icularly
kind to us. I saw him again a couple of

years ago .
I won't ramble on, but I am sure
that a lot of ex-Nabbington people who
came back to NSW after t he war will
think back the same way as I do.
I trust the foregoing has not bored
you.
Yours sincerel y,
Phil Jones
Ex-CPO Wr ite r

WHO'S THE MYSTER Y HISTORY
MAKER?
Dear Ed,
Firstly, I must say how much I enjoy receiving and reading Slipstream,
the October issue, full of old photographs and good articles was a beauty.
As a contribution to Slipstream, I am sending a little bit of history .
Last year when Frank Mcpherso n and I were in Darwin, we were recalling our
last visit to the place which was 40 years ago whilst on HMAS Vengeance. We
decided to go to the Darwin Public Library to see if we could find a newspaper
that covered the 1954 visit , and discovere d that the front page news had
reported that a helicopter had been used in the Northern Territory for the first
time . As the 'chopper' was from th e Vengeance, I have enclosed a copy of the
article.
I wonder who flew the chopper - and does the pilot know that he is part of
aviation history?
Best regards
'Kanga' Bounds
[ I can hear the dust being blown from the log-books right now . Ed]

Darwin , Tuesday, April 6, 1954

'COPTER TO LAND
ON OVAL
A helicopter will be used in the Northern Territorx for the first
time next Monda1 when an Australian Admiral WIii land at the
Darwin oval on his way to Government House to pay respects to
the Administrator, Mr. F .J .S. Wise

At 10 a.m . on Monday , Rear Admiral R .R.Dowling, Flag Officer
commanding the Australian fleet, will fly in a helicopter from tlie aircraft
carrier HMAS Vengeance to the Darwin oval.

At 10.30 a.m. the Administr ator,
Mr . Wise , will accompany the
Admir al in the he!icpoter to return
the call to Vengeance.
The Administra tor will return to
Darwin oval at 11.00 a.m.
Naval guards will cordon off the
area to prevent members of the pblic
from getting too close to the
helicopter .

2 day stay
HMAS Vengeance, the .destroyers
HMAS Anzac and Bataan will call at
Darwin at 8 a.m. on Monday, April
12, and stay here for two days.

Official luncheons , dinne rs and
other functions have been arranged
both at Admiralt y House and on
Vengeance.
It will be the first time in 18
months that major units of the
Australian fleet have calle d at
Darwin.
The corvette HMAS J unee will
arrive at Dartwin on Saturday, April
10, to take National Service trainees
onboard the Vengeance and the Anzac
to Fremantl e after comp leting their
service.
The frigate HMAS Condamine
will arrive here on April 15, to take
up station at Darwin

VISITING
VIETNAM VET
VACATIONS IN
VILLA DELANEY
Dear Ed,
The following information may
be of particular interest to former
members of RAN Helicopter Flight
Vietnam,
or the EMU's or US
135AHC of 1971.
They may remember ex-WO Pilot
Allen Tompkins, affectionate ly known
as 'Big Al ', 'EMU 45' or 'Tomme '. Now
resident in Colorado, he will be visiting
Nowra for thre e weeks from 03 July
'95, and will be staying at the Delaney
re~idence , 88 West Birrilley Street,
Bomaderry .
'Tammo ' and I have maintaine d
contact with each other since 1971
through letters and cards etc.. He still
flies commercial ly and with the
National Guard, he is also an
instructor at a local university .
Over the past twenty- four years ,
we have , at one t im e or another , made
mention of almost every member of
the Company,
including Win ston
James (CO}, Bill Shure y, Jack Day,
Jim DaSilva , Steve Beales, Barry
Thatcher , Al Webber, and some that
are no longer physically present but
not forgotten .
·
So - anyone who remembers 'Big
Al' and would like to renew his
acqua intance , please phone me so
that we can - have a quiet beer or two,
ring him while he is here to say hello,
or drop him a note Cl- the above
address, he'll love it! [ (044 ) 210894)
Terry Delaney
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Letters to tfie Tditor
Dear Ed,
The photograph in the last issue
of Slipstream
(Vol.5-No.4-Pg .27]
supplied by John 'Ichabod' Purcell,
is of a group of Aircraft Handlers on
the rocket sponson
outside
2
Foxtrot mess on HMAS Melbourne.
I last saw 'Ichabod' Purcell on the
flight deck of Melbourne at Seal Beach
Armament Depot, California, whilst
loading the Sidewinder missiles and
other armaments when we picked up
the A4s and Trackers in November
1967.
Some of the people in John's photo
are:
Bruce Johnston , 'Burberry' Cheal ,
Brian Parrotte , Arthur Jenkins, Bill
Koest, 'Jingles
Mathews,
'Bear '
Hammond , Jake Smith, Barry Fallon
and the infamous 'Whisky' Dalton .
Barry Fallon was later killed in
Vietnam whilst serving with 1 RAR.
The photograph on page 5, 0f the
same edition - the chap sitting on the
bunk in the front is NASE Kevin
Dobbs . The mess was 4 Charlie
Starboard , the trip is Melbourne 's first
trip 'up top' in 1956.
Frank Larter
From the Secretary's mail-bag ......
Recently I was in Sydney and
took the opportunity
of going to
Nowra to see the Museum.
The museum is a credit to all
concerned and I was very impressed
with the professionalism
of the
displays - they are a true tribute to the
Fleet Air Arm .
I was lucky enough to have coffee
with Mike Lehan [Museum Director] ,
who explained the future directions of
the museum and the lack of
Government funding.
This lack of funding makes it everi
more remarkable that such a quality
museum has been achieved by
dedication and sponsorship.
Once again, congratulations to all
concerned and wishing you all the best
for the future.
Yours faithfully.
Kevin 'Chick' Hawkins -Ex-Safety Eq't
Dear Ed,
With
ANZAC
Day
fast
approaching
it would seem an
opportune time for an update on the
Committee of Inquiry into Defence
and Defence Related Awards {CIDA)

Report and the medal situation.
As per the recommendation on
p52 the Government is continuing to
pursue with the British Government
the question of eligibility of RAN
vessels serving in the Far Eastern
Strategic Reserve for the Naval
General Service Medal 'Malaya· . The
inside word on this one, is don't hold
your breath .
The Australian Service Medal has
been approved by Her Majesty, but
has yet to be gazetted and an interdepartmental committee is still looking
into eligibility . Again, don't hold your
breath.
On a positive note, thanks to the
Government 's acceptance of the
Report's recommendation on p97 re-Foreign Awards , General P.C.Gration
AC OBE, will be able to wear the
South Vietnamese Education and
Cultural Service Medal and the South
Vietnamese Psychological Warfa re
Medal awarded to him by a now nonexistent government.
General Grat ion, you will no doubt
recall , was the Chairman of CIDA.
Barry Roberts - Lt RAN (Ltd}
Dear Ed ,
I have been given you r name
and address from Haydn Taylor ,
who is the Secretary of the Greater
Manchester
FAA Association , of
which I am a member.
I was a POAF(O) with HMS
Nabreekje (MONAB 7) [Mobile Naval
Air Base] at Brisbane , also with HMS
Nabsford at Archerfield, Brisbane .
I am hoping to visit Australia for
the 50th Anniversary celebrations in
August, and would like to know if there
is a branch of your association in
Brisbane, and who could I contact to
find out what is planned for the
Brisbane area in August.
Also - if there are any exshipmates who served on Nabreekie
or Nabsford in the branch .
I know there is a lot planned for
Sydney and Canberra , but have not
seen any mention of any activities in
the Brisbane area .
All the best,
Jim Jackson
* Come on, you 'banana-benders ',
show Jim some of that famous
Queensland hospitality . His address :
9 Nabshead
Lane , Samlesbury
(Nr Preston) , Lancashire , England
PR5 OUQ .. Ed.

Dear Ed,
Please find
photocopies
of
George Chadwick's
letter to me,
and a photograph
of the . 817
Squadron 'Winning Whaler Team'
of
1953 . The
squadron
was
embarked on HMAS Sydney at the
time.
Winning t he Emden Cup was a big
thing in those days , especially as the
'fish-heads ' were always the winners .
Good Luck,
Bob Conellan
* Some time ago, George Chadwick, a
UK member , saw Bob Cone/Ian's
photograph in an edition of Slipstream .
George sent a letter to me for
forwarding to Bob . Bob in turn, sent it
back to me so that the contents of the
letter could be published for its
historical value . Ed.
The letter reads :
Dear Bob,
Your name in the caption to a
group photograph at the Bundaberg
Reunion, which featured in Slipstream,
caugh t my eye . A mention in t he
Queensland Division Report in a
recent Slipstream , tells of you 'feeling
rough'. I don't suppose you will need
any telling, ·to 'keep your pecker up'
and take care.
I have been in contact by mail with
Roy Torrens from mid- '94. In his letter,
Roy has added a PPS, 'Have you
learnt to swim yet?' Catching on to
what he was referring to , I can recall
my desperation in the Derwent River
at Hobart after our boat had crossed
the finish ing line [the winners were
tipped out], as I struggled in the water
, with difficulty, due to my gym shoes
and the low temperature of the water.
Seeing our boat under weigh , and
moving quite fast, was a dampener.
To my relief, yourself and Glossop,
also in the river, spotted my plight and
were soon by me, removed my gym
shoes and stayed offering support
until safely back in the boat.
In consequence, foll owing 16
months
on
816
Squadron
in
Vengeance and then Sydney on its
return from the Coronation Fleet
Review , I was able to return home to
my mother, marry Olive a year later,
father four children (two of each) and
now draw retirement pension.
My photograph
of the 817
Squadron -cum-Sydney winning boats
crew is on the wall in our small spare
bedroom - referred to by Olive as the
'Crow 's Nest' . I go there to watch sport
on TV or do my own thing, and often
give the photograph a glance .
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I take an interest in Naval
Associations and I am glad when I
receive my copy of Slipstream, to read
news of shipmates of old and other
articles.
I was much taken by a Seasons
Greetings card from the Museum at
Nowra, of the Sea Fury which crash
landed on Cape Gloucester in New
Britain. It was sent to me by Bill Gault.
During the October and November of
1952, on instructions from ACNB ,
accompanied by Bill and an LAM, we
journeyed north by QANTAS DCB, to
prepare the Sea Fury for shipment to
Melbourne, it was a memorable
experience.
It could be· considered a point in
favour of the RAN FAA, and I would go
along with it, that being a relatively
small services unit, in a period of
engagement it is possible to know, or
to know of, almost all of contemporary
service mates. A snag is the limitation
of opportunities . For myself, on
reflection, my service in the RAN was
a fa ir measure on both counts ,
associations with service mates along
with participation in happenings were
pleasing.
The passages out and return by
P&O liners. The Manus job . The
Hobart cruise in Sydney and the bonus
of having crewed in the Emden trophy
winning boat. Very short spells in
Salvage , remembered well for the
removal of a damaged Shoalhaven
Counci l
road
roller
from
the

undergrowth in a
recreation park to
the
Nowra
gasworks .
816
Squadron
in
Vengeance
,
working up off the
Queensland
coast.
Happy
memories
of
leave in Brisbane
with a free rail
pass
used to
r e a c h
Toowoomba and
thence
to
Meringandan
village 'hop' with
refreshments
in
the
Criterion
Hotel - I nearly
went
'native;
there! Coronation
at
Governor's
House
in
Canberra .
In
Sydney
for
Korean duty and
then a short spell
in the Inspections
Dep't at Nowra .
Into '95 now.
Best wishes for
yourself
and
family in health
and fortune .
Regards ,
George Chadw ick

Dear Ed,
As a former editor of an earlier
Slipstream - 1958 I '59, I was delighted
when the present version appeared.
This new Slipstream is in most respects
superior to the earlier version - not the least
because it is free of the commercial
advertisements which were essential to
keep the earlier effort afloat.
I have felt, however, that in one area we
were superior ; we had those wonderful and
much enjoyed cartoons by 'Prof Edward .
I have often wondered if the manytalented 'Prof had retired his crayons and
pencils forever , but his Museum mural,
reproduced in the October issue, shows
that he has lost none of his skill. Perhaps
you could prevail upon him to contribute on
a regular basis.
Yours faithfully,
D.D. Miller
* I will endeavour to twist his arm . In the
meantime, to ease the pangs of withdrawal ,
I have included a genuine 'Prof ' from an
October
'58 edition of Slipstream .
Surprisingly, the cartoon is as apt today as
when first published. especially in regard to
the Family Air Days at the museum . Ed.

817 SQUADRON - WINNING WHALER TEAM
HMAS SYDNEY - EMDEN CUP January 1953
Back Row L-R :
Alan Clark - George Chadwick - Stan McCutcheon - Roy Torrens
Front Row:
Bob Conellan - Bert Glossop

FAMILY DAY

AIR DISMY

~

Souvenirs

or not,

you'll

have

to put

them

all back !
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Dear Ed,
Further to my recent letter to
Slipstream, I am forwarding the
photograph of my Dad and a copy
of
the
Aylmer
Airman
(1944)[newsletter), both of which
you requested.
As mentioned in my previous
letter, Aylmer [Ontario, Canada] is
now a Police College. At the entrance
to the college is a large memorial with
a huge model plane attached which
acts as a wind indicator, the memorial
plaque is to the Commonwealth pilots
who were trained there. ·
The photograph was taken in 1918
when my Dad [holding hammer] was a
mechanic with 101 Squadron [RNAS]
at Dunkirk. A copy of the photograph
has also been forwarded to the FAA
Museum at Yeovilton, Somerset. I
lived about 20 miles away from there
and went ,to their yearly air displays
before coming to the antipodes in
1951.
Yours sincerely,
Arthur Conway-Jones
Dear Ed,
In Slipstream of October 1994, Vol.5 Number
4; an article was published on Page 20 under the
title of 'Memories of the Fleet Air Arm '50s
Style'.
While you may have known the [name of the]
author and didn 't print it, I feel that he should be
given recognition because he has contributed so
much to the FAAA of A since he became a
foundation member of the Victorian Division.
I began our Newsletter, 'Flight Deck News', in
1984, and without shipmates like John Ahern (the
author of that article) it would have been a very
difficult job indeed. You would know only too well
the value of shipmates like John, for it is
contributions from all sources that assist you to
continue to improve the quality and contents of
Slipstream.
I noticed that John also had his letter to you in
the same edition .
John recently paid a visit to Nowra and I would
like to thank all those shipmates who made his stay
a very pleasant and memorable one. The sort of
welcome he received is really what the Association
is all about and ifwe look at Item 3:2 of our National
Constitution it reads: 'Maintain the bonds of
friendship and esprit de corps in Naval Aviation '. It
is truly working.
Slipstream is our National voice and it is a credit
to you and your helpers. Keep up the excellent work .
Best wishes,
Clem Conlan - Vic. Division
• To quote from the lazy DO's handbook - Concur
with above! The only problem I have , is that the
author requested his work to be published
'unsigned '. But now you've blown his cover .... . I'll
publish his photo which was taken while he was
'lending a hand ' in the Slipstream office during his
recent visit. Ed.
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Dear Ed,
I thought the readers may be interested in the enclosed photograph. It
was taken in the Pay Office of HMAS Melbourne in 1962.
The Melbourne, Voyager and, I think, the Quickmatch were on a visit to
Japan.
The money represents £A 118,000 and converted into 98,000,000 Yen .
Shown in the photograph are Silt Les Burrows, self[Claude Matthews] and Kerry
Fenton.
Yours faithfully,
Claude Matthews

Dear Ed,
Please find enclosed photo's of 842 Squadron {Swordfish) aboard
escort carrier HMS Fencer. I hope you can make good use of them . .
Keep up the good work with Slipstream, I find it very informative .
Kind regards to all.
Thanking you , I remain ,
A.(Jim) Hatch - ex-LAAH (Captain of Flight Deck, Fencer)
PS: Please excuse the printing as I am 75 years old and suffer from the 'Joe
Blakes'. The wife said it was too much grog!

Dear Ed,
Your October
'94 article on
former HMAS Vengeance ( now the
Brazilian Carrier MINAS GERAIS ),
was of special interest since I came
within a hair of bouncing Brazil's
turbine Tracker off her deck early in
1991.
I was the chief pilot for IMP
Canada's prototype conversion of the
Brazilian E Model Tracker , and ferried
it to Rio de Janeiro ·in December 1990
(Santa Cruz Air Force Base). I was
standing by to fly a full range of fl ight
deck trials when poor old MINAS
GERAIS suffered boiler damage.
Since full ship's speed was
required for the maximum weight
trials, it was necessary to keep MINAS
GERAIS alongside for repairs , which
proved more time consuming than first
tho!-Jght. Consequently,
my team
returned home and a Brazilian test-ops
team ,successfully flew all the tr ials
after MINAS GERAIS
returned to
duty.
Former Vengeance readers will be
pleased to know that when I saw the
grand old lady in Rio in Feb '91, she
had just returned from a 6-week
deployment , was gleaming with a new
paint job, and was reported to be every
bit a filly as regards hull and
machinery. The boiler problem was an
anomaly .
Tracker
readers
might
be
interested in the S2E conversion . The
turbines installed in Brazil's S2E are
Pratt and Whitney XPT6A-6 7's. At
1650 SHP each, they deliver about
125 HP per side more than the
standard Tracker R-1280's, and they
weigh about half as much . The extra
performance is noticeable throughout
the flight envelope, but espec ially
during climb . At altitude, the turb ine
version is just as happy at 20,000 feet
as the old STOOF was at 2,000 feet.
Altitude reports from a high f ly ing
Tracker to the American air t raffic
control system while enroute· to Rio
raised many requests to ".... re-confirm
flight level".
A 5-blade~ Hartzell prop is fitted .
At max . throttle and full fine pitch, it
rotates at a rather sedate 1700RPM.
At cruise settings, IAS and fuel
consumption are roughly equivalent to
piston numbers. With heavy duty
brakes and reverse prop action ,
runway
stop
distances
are
spectacular .
On an engine-failure-on-takeoff
test , fuel to the critical engine was cut
at 87 KTS indicated . The prop
autofeather kicked in with the speed of
lightning and the old girl continued
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smoothly into a shallow, wings level
climb . The Santa Cruz runway
temperature on trial day was about 45
degrees C, OAT about 27 Degrees,
typical figures during Brazil'.s summer.
The Brazilian Airforce, who fly and
maintain all fixed wing aircraft
including the navy Trackers, wanted to
convert the rest of its Tracker fleet but
a broad review of defence policy was
underway even as the deck trials were
wrapping up, putting decisions on
hold . The current state of Brazil's
Tracker fleet is unknown.
The Tiger spirit is alive and well
among Brazil's Tracker ground and air
crews. They are professionals in every
sense of the word . It just goes to show
how character -building life in the fleet

air arm can be, even for Airforce type s!
The new Shearwater Aviation
Museum project is on time, on track.
Doors will open to visitors in Jun e
1995. The formal grand opening will
take place in August with the daughter
of USN Admiral
Richard Byrd
officiating . Admiral Byrd established
Shearwater , Nova Scotia, as a flying
boat base in 1918, to mount a defence
against WWI German submarines and
surface raiders thought capable of
attacking allied shipping bound for
Europe .
Best wishes,
Tom Copeland
Editor, SAMF News
Nova Scotia
Canada

Dear Ed,
I have written a brief Spin-a-Dit
for your consideration. I'm hoping it
will ring a bell with some of the old
's wabbers'
I shared
'Joy' and
'Misery' with. ·(Are any of them still
around?)
Enclosed you will find photocopies,
but my precious photo's belong in my
family album . My son, who is a
Community Artist (specialising in War
memorial murals), wishes me not to
lose them . I had smuggled them off
the ship. Now, 50 years later, I guess
it's OK to admit my malfeasance !
Due to 5th Column activities we
were not allowed to keep diaries or
photo's .
Sincerely,
Maurie Weston
Ex-POAF(O) RNAS
MUSINGS FROM 1851 SQUADRON

Dear Ed,
After reading the latest issue of Slipstream, I note that you would like
some photo's of the Blue Jackets Band at Albatross.
I have enclosed some shots of the band in action at various places. I have
also enclosed a couple of other photo's which may be of interest, some of the
names escape me these days, but I have marked them to the best of my
memory.
I lived in Darwin for 23 years and these photographs are survivors of Cyclone
Tracey.
All the best,
Ron Forrest

BLUE JACKETS BAND - CORAL SEA PARADE - SYDNEY (Early '50s)

World War 2 in the Pacifi c, and
where was the Fleet Air Arm? W ith
'Halsey's ' 3rd (Allied) Fleet.
We had trained at Pier 92
Manhattan, Brunswick Naval Air Base
and Norfolk , Virginia . Our 'Birdies' did
their training at Pensacola and
Jacksonville, Florida .
Having served in the Indian Ocean
and a 'detail ' at Tambaram Air Field,
Madras , we came around through the
Australian Bight to where our ship,
Venerable, took refit in Cockatoo dry
dock .
We followed our 'kites' to Quakers
Hill (Schofields),
and 'up-home rs'
[family hospitality shown to Jack when
he is away from home] for some - like
me! I had already visited relatives in
Perth and now I was to visit the ones
in Sydney .
On leaving Sydney, we crossed the
line to the Marquesas and then
through Micronesia. After this exercise
was completed , we went back through
the Suez to the Mediterranean where
we attended VE Day celebrations in
Malta, along with our sister ship, HMS
Vengeance .
We returned to the Pacific with our
Barracuda Wing (we only had F4U Corsairs before). We tried out at Jervis
Bay and then went north to Leyte
where a huge armada had gathered .
My old ship, Striker, from the Atlantic
Fleet was there, she had a Mosquito
squadron on board with high-ball
bombs . From there on we went to
Mindanao and onwards, keeping the
way clear for the invasion of Japan .
Shortly afterwards we heard that
the atom bomb had been dropped. As
a result we were to take the surrender
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of the Nippon forces in Hong Kong .
Our platoon was to recla im Kai Tak
Airfield and salvage the mach ine
shops . As we wore US Navy blue
jeans for working rig, and our aircraft
had Pacific markings, the ANZACS
never 'saw' us. They thought we were
Yanks! (I can remember unloading
stores at Manus one time , and wearing
the same rig. A digger yelled out, "How
yer goin' mate?" I told him I wasn 't a
Yank but a 'Yorky', he then wanted to
know what a cricketer was doing with
a baseball team!)
Operating fr om Kowloon , and
using Japanese prisoners , we became
'war criminals' . Instead of the physical
abuse they were famous for , we
inflicted psychological pressure . With
the toilet pans full to overflowing , we
lined up the prisoners and made the
junior officers and NCO's take off their
white gloves and clean out the toilets
with their bare hands, this was while

their men stood and watched .
The Sikh Military Police th at we
had released from the prison camp did
not treat them the way we did, they
used the rattan!
The Canadian soldiers we released
from Stanley Camp were very ill, and
in no way able to wreak revenge even
if they had wanted to. We had to feed
them 'pobs ' (bread soaked in milk) ,
they looked like stick-insects .
From Hong Kong we went to
Haiphong where we took aboard
Indian tr oops who had also been
prisoners . After taking them to
Madras , we were given R&R in Ceylon
while our ship went ·to pick up Dutch
civilian refugees in Indonesia .
Back in Australia our demob
papers were made out at Golden Hind
(Warwick Racecourse) . The main gate
faced
my
uncle's
house
in
Cabramatta , what big changes there
has been since those days !

Dear Ed,
It was with great interest that I read some back-copies of Slipstream. It
would be appreciated if I could be placed on your subscription mailing list.
One particular article which caught my eye, was one by Frank Larter , titled
'Muster on the Flight Deck'. It mentioned many Aircraft Handlers , of which I am
proud to say, 'I was '.
As a result of this trip down memory lane, I managed to dig out some photo's
from my album that may be of interest to Frank and your readers.
Could you please put me in touch with someone regarding joining the FAAA,
Brisbane or Gold Coast.
Ken Staff
* Done! Welcome aboard, Ken .

Dear Ed,
A word of thanks to ...... .
John Arnold, Bob Geale, Jim Lee,
'Juke ' Matterson, 'Pancho ' Walter and
their lovely ladies who contributed so
much to make my recent stay in
Nowra such a pleasant experience.
Thanks also to the st aff at the
Museum for their patience, and finally,
to Ian Warren for his role as t ourist
guide.
John Ahern - Qld . Division
Dear Ed,
My father, who served some 23
years in 'the outfit', recently passed
on to me a book titled " H.M.A.5. " .
Like my father I joined the Navy,
but unlike him, I did not become a
cook, instead I spent some very
enjoyable years at 723 Squadron as a
'birdie greenie'.
• However , I am digressing from my
reas9n for writing to you . In this book
was a little dit which I am sure all
sailors can relate to . Here goes:
NAVAL TERMS :
Scene: Inside a picture show.
The sailor and his gir l fr iend were
getting fidgety because their view was
obscu red by the man in the seat in
front of them who was wear ing a
bowler hat.
Suddenly , 'Jack' jumped to his feet
and punched the offende r's hat off ,
shouting , 'Down funnel , up screw'.
When the wearer of the bow ler hat
recovered , he looked at 'Ja'ck' and
punched him betwee n the eyes ,
shouting , 'Out lights, clear the mess
deck for rounds . I've been in the Navy
myself, 'Jack '!
Keep up the good work - great reading
each edition .
Regards to all.
Christophe r 'Bomber Brown

HMAS ALBATROSS AUSTRALIAN RULES PREMIERS 1958
Back Row L-R :
Neville Holroyd - Ken McNamara - Peter Kelly - Leon O'Donn ell - Bill Gault - B.Sumner
- Brian Gosch - Alec McLellan
Centre Row :
Col Mason - Bill Snell - ' Cammy ' Reed - Clem Conlan - George Thompson - Bill Dunlop
Front Row : Ron Keay - Norm Farquar - Ken Staff- Alan Minogue - ' Bomber ' Wells - Kevin Wilcox

Dear Ed,
I am indebted to you - for the
Slipstream
and
a
receipt
of
membership application following
our rece"t telephone conversation .
You will 'recall that I had to admit ,
rather shame-facedly , that I had not
been aware of your sterling publication
until last week when I spent severa l
very enj oyable hours in the company
of a former shipmate , ex-Armourer
Leo (Bodgie) Viles, who conducts a
,bustling Real Estate business in
Liverpool, NSW .
Since my discharge from the RAN
in 1958 I have, unfortunate ly, had little
contact with any of the Naval
personne l with whom l served and, as
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a result, am completely out of touch
with current news and activities .
However, the article on the former
aircraft carrier HMAS Vengeance
brought back a flood of. almost halfcentury-old memories. I was privileged
to serve on her as a member of the
Photographic Sect ion during the Royal
Tour of '54.
I note that she is the NAeL • Minas
Gerais " and flagship of the Brazil ian
Navy . I also noted, with particular
interest, the photograph you published
on page 8 of your October '94 issue
and the long list of improvements
effected by the Brazilian Government
in recent overhauls and rebuilds.

A short note from Stan Brown,
who works for Bristow Helicopters
at Karratha, Western Australia.
Still busy over here. All our
machines are working throughout
Australia . 'Have just completed a
contract in Cambodia and are
operating two 'Tigers' in Vietnam ,
also two 'Tigers ' out of Darwin . We
have brought two S76's into the
country to boost our off-shore fleet.
Best regards to all.

Photo at right , shows an all exNavy team at Karratha, posing in
front of an AS JJOL 'Tiger':
Left to Right :
Stu Rawlinson - Check & Trainin g Ca pta in
Stan Brown - Plannin g Engineer
Bill Atthowe-C hief Engin eer
Jim Guml ey- Chi ef Pilot

Had the vessel berthed at GI last
week it would have been hard to
recognise her!
That photograph prompted me to
scramble up into the attic and dust off
my own version of a photograph ic
time-capsule in the shape of an old
suitcase fi lled to overflow ing with
prints,
nega tiv es
and
ot her
memorabilia from my Navy days .
Memory served me well in tha t I
was sure I had an aerial view of
Vengeance which was very simi lar to
the current view of her as provided by
the Brazilian Marine Ministry .
I have enc losed that pie w ith the
hope that
you might
conside r

publishing it as a histor ic reminder to
her fo rme r sh ip's compa ny of how
proud she looked when flagship of th e
Royal Austral ian Navy .
Than k you once aga in fo r s~nding
me the Slipstream and for giving me
the opportun ity to. take t his nostalgic
trip down memory lane .
As a resu lt , I will now ma ke a
consc ious effo rt to touch base with as
many of my former shipma t es as
possible ...... old days, old t imes , old
friends .
Sincerely ,
Bill (Sandy ) Sad ler
* Many thanks for the photogra ph s,
Sandy. Welcome aboard . Ed.
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Dear Ed,
The last Edition of Slipstream was as usual
"Terrific". My purpose in writing is twofold.
In the first instance I would like to correct the assertion
by Arthur Johnson in his letter , that his 1962-63
photographs of the USN Tracker represent the first
operation of Trackers on the deck of the Melbourne . Not so!
I have enclosed two prints (copied from slides), the first
shows an S2F Tracker from the USS Philippine Sea about
to take a wire, while the second shows the aircraft shortly
after launch. Both these slides were taken by myself during
the first half of 1958. The few Philippine Sea sailors who
spent time in Melbourne were most impressed with the
"Goddamn Hurricane Bow, Steam Catapult, Angled Deck,
and Mirror Landing Device".
The second is prompted by the item in Swampy 's Trivia
Corner about the Lancaster flying beneath the Sydney
Harbour bridge. Has any member out there a photograph of
the 20th CAG flying in formation beneath the Sydney
Harbour bridge? The event took place late 1949 or early
1950, if the memory serves correctly, I was lucky enough to
have been a passenger in a Firefly on the day. The CAG
Commander was prompted, I believe, by the flight of 'G'
for George beneath the bridge on its·delivery flight from the
UK to the War Memorial. I know "Windy" Geale would love
a copy of such a photograph for the Museum.[AND the
Editor!]
Regards
Ian Ferguson
P.S. Wot , no comment about photo on page 5 of July issue
"Firefly landing on Vengeance 1953" !!
* You'll never guess who I caught with that one. Ed

WELL - I'LL BE
STUFFED!

SERVICE FOR THE PRESENTATION OF THE FLEET AIR ARM
ASSOCIATION of AUSTRALIA FLAG
FLEET AIR ARM CHAPEL - HMAS ALBATROSS - 29 January 1995
Tue service was conducted by Chaplain David Hill , NSW Divisional Chaplain, the Rev. Walter
Wheeldon, and shown officiating, Chaplain Richard Thompson.
Members of the Colour Party included, Ken Greenaway , seen presentin g the flag, flank ed right and left
by Gordon ' Pancho' Walter and Jim Lee. National Fleet Air Arm Association President, 'Toz'
Dadswell, took up the central position to ensure that things were done 'pusser ' . Photo RAN

During the big drought , twq drovers
were taking a mob of sheep down
south to search for greener pastures .
While pushing the mob through a
small outback town , they were
intrigued by the sign on a small shop
which read -TAXIDERMIST .
One of the drovers tied his horse
up outside the shop and went inside.
The shop was full of mounted animal
heads and skins.
"How can I help you?", asked the
shop owner.
'Well" , said the drove r, "I was
wondering what a taxidermist does?"
• That 's easy" , replied the man .
"When someone shoots an animal we
stuff it for th.em as a trophy ."
• Well stone the crows ", said the
drover , "Can you stuff a sheep or a
cow" .
"Yes".
"What about an emu or a 'roo?"
"Yes".
The drover left the shop and
eventually caught up with his mate .
"Did you find out what a
tax idermist is?", queried his oppo .
"Yeah", said his mate, he's just
another bloody boundary rider."
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BOOK

Swampy's Trivia
Quiz
by Ron Marsh

This is the chance to test your knowledge and win a $25 Angus and Robertson
book voucher, kindly donated by Ron 'Swampy 'Marsh . The rules are simple:
* Contestants must be financial members .
* Answers must correspond with the answer sheet provided by 'Swampy '.
* The first correct entry is the winner .
• The Editor 's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
Send all entries to the Editor, Slipstream. The address is on the front cover.
Are you ready? .... Go for it!
1. Walrus or 'Shagbat' was designed by someone famous for one of WW2s
most famous fighter . Which aircraft was it?
2. HMAS Vampire of WW2 was sunk off Ceylon along with which aircraft
carrier?
3. In which type of WW2 aircraft would you have found an ELSAN?
4. Commander Lochyer Lamson RNVR MP, led a Royal Naval Air Squadron in
WW1 , and later against the REDS in Russia. What weapon was his squadron
equipped with?
5. On which type of USN vessel were Curtis SPARROWHAY\fK fighters carried?
6. Which aircraft manufacturer built the aircraft that dropped the 'A' bomb on
Hiroshima?
7. The superb TSR2 was scrapped in 1965 . Which aircraft was des ignated
TSR1?
8. Which naval aircraft was nick-named the intoxicated staircase?
9. N.S.Norway , was a designer on the R100 airship . He was late r with th e
AIRSPEED organisation . By what name is he better known?
10. Which WW2 aircraft was sometimes known as a Blackfish?
11. Of the four Royal Navies equipped with FIREFLIES , which three saw action
with them?
12. Where is Oum Oum airport?
13. The last air VC of WW2 was won by a naval pilot. What was his name?
14. Where, close to Australia , did the Cactus Air Force, as it was nicknamed,
fight in WW2?
15. A Belgian, Marcel Lobelle was chief designer of which famous RN aircraft?
16. Which aircraft was called BANTAM BOMBER or HEINEMANN'S HOT- ROD?
17. If you were drafted to RNAS TWATI , where on earth would you be?
18. Which well known manufacturer of naval aircraft has the IRON WORKS?
19. Which WW2 aircraft had the highest production run?
20. Around 500 examples of a top WW2 fighte r were completed as A36 dive
bombers. Which aircraft?

REVIEW

HEARTS

OF OAK

A
COLLECTION
OF
ANECDOTES
EDITED BY P.MCLAREN
128 PAGES

ROYAL

NAVY

THE BOOK, IN 3 PARTS, CONSISTS OF
ANECDOT E S,
MANY
HUMORO US AND
SO ME SERIOUS, BY THOSE WHO SERVED
AS SAILORS
AND OFFICERS,
IN PEACE
AND IN ACTION, SINCE WW2.
PART 1 IS ABOUT OFFICERS . THEIR
RECRUITMENT,
TRAINING,
EMPLOYMENT,
SUCCESSES , SCRAPES
AND FAILURES CONCENTRATING
MORE ON THE LIGHTER
SIDE THAN THE TURGID.
FOR EXAMPLE,
ONE
CAN
RELATE
TO
NERVOUS
YOUNGSTERS
LEARNING
THE TRADE OF
NAVIGAT ION 'I WOULD LIKE TO USE 7 ANKLES ON
THE PORT CABLE'
'WE
HAVE
A NEGLIGENT
T IDAL
STREAM' ... AND SO ON.
MEMORIES
ARE
REVIVED
BY THE
TALES OF TRIBULATION
EXPERIENCED
BY
SUBMARINERS,
AVIATORS
AND
HYDROGRAPHERS
WHEN
PLYING THEIR
TRAD ES ; AND
SYMPATHIES
AROUSED
TOWARDS
THOSE
AUTHORS
WHO
DESCRIBE
THEIR
TRAUMAS
ENTERING
AND
LEAVING
HARBOUR.
BUT
THEY
ALWAYS
MAKE AMUSING
READ ING FOR
THE UNINVOLVED!
STORIES
BY SAILORS
AND MAR IN ES
FORM
PART
2.
THESE
ANECDOTES
ENCAPSULATE
THE ESSENCE
OF THE
NAVY'S
SINGLE
MOST
IMPORTA NT
FACTOR,
JOLLY JACK. THESE TALES OF
SAILORS AFLOAT AND ASHORE. AT WORK
AND AT PLAY. MOSTLY RECOUNT THOSE
MOMENTS
OF INTERACTION
WITH ONE'S
MOST SEN IOR OFFICERS. GOOD HUMOUR
AND GOOD WIT .
HOWEVER,
THE MOST INTERESTING
SEGM E NT TO THIS READER IS PART 3.
HERE IS RECOUNTED
FIRST HAND SOME
OF
THE
NAVAL
ACTIONS
OF
T HE
FALKLAND'S
CAMPAIGN.
THESE INCLUD E
THE
SINKING
OF
THE
ATLANTIC
CONVEYOR
AND
THE
LOSS
OF H ER
' MASTER,
AND
HOW
HMS
ANTELOPE
BLEW
UP
IN SAN
CARLOS
WATER
(REMEMBER
THOSE
PHOTOGRAPHS?).
THE FEAR AND THE BRAVERY OF THESE
ACTIONS
COME CLEARLY THROUGH THE
LACONIC TELLING.
OTHER
POST
WW2
CAMPAIG NS
ALSO FEATURE,
IN CLUDING
PALESTINE,
SUEZ,
CONFRONTAT
IO N AND KUWAIT.
THE STORIES ARE TIGHTLY EDITED. ALL
FASC INATING,
AND
A
VERY
WELL
PRESE NTED
SOFT
COVER
BOOK
IS
COMPLIMENTED
BY CARTOONS BY TUGG.
ALL
THE
TALES
WILL
REFRESH
MEMORIES
OF HAPPY TIMES, AND MA NY
WILL IDENT IFY WITH A SERVICE
WHICH
ACHIEVES
SUCCESS,
OFTEN IN HOSTILE
CIRCUMSTANCES.
WHILST
RETAINING
A
SENSE OF HUMOUR AND AN AB ILITY TO
LAUGH AT ITSELF.
A PORTION OF SALE PROCEEDS
WILL BE
FORWARDED
TO THE KING
GEORGE'S
FUND
FOR SAILORS.
COPIES
CAN BE
PURCHASED
FROM
BOAT
BOOKS
AT
CROWS
NEST. SYDNEY,
OR ST . KILD A,
MELBOURNE.
AND
A GOOD
READ
IS
GUARANTEED.
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NEWS FROM THE
DIVISIONS
NATIONAL SECRETARY'S
REPORT
My last item for Slipstream was
written prior to the Federal Council
meeting hosted by the ACT Division
i n Canberra on the 29th October
1994. Representative
from each
Division were in attendance and
following are the main items that
effect us all as members.
The Constitution was amended to
include the rules under which a
member can be awarded the Diploma
of Merit, and a Certificate of Service .
Rules for the award of a Certificate of
App reciation to any person were also
included, together with the conditions
under which the Association Flag can
be flown . The Flag is blue with the
Australian White Ensign occupying the
upper hoist and the Association Badge
in the fly . It may be flown at any
appropriate
institution , organised
march , sporting or other function
meeting or place at which one or mor~
members are assembled or RESIDE
provided the respect and decorum due
to_.Jhe flag is shown and that daylight
hours only rule is observed . Flags are
obtainable from Pennant House of 197
Lake Street NORTHBRIDGE WA 6003
Tel 09-3283700 or Fax 09-2278495
cost of a flag depends on the size and
type of material.
During last year legal advice was
received to the effect that to
incorporate nationally the association
needed to register with the National
Incorporation
and
Securities
Commission . This is in hand and
hopefully will be finalised in the next
few weeks. A requirement of this
National Incorporation was a common
Joining Fee and Annual Subscription
for all Divisions . It was resolved that
both be set at $15 .00, thus on Joining
a new member pays $30 .00 then
$15 .00 per year thereafter. Some
divi~i?ns require members to pay an
add1t1onal amount for Slipstream
whereas others raise funds through
raffles and other activities . The
National Organisation receives $10 .00
initially (for which a lapel badge is
provided) then $5.00 annually. These
funds are used to provide Public

Liability Insurance Australia wide and
Voluntary Worker
Insurance (20
members at one time) plus the printing
of stationary for all Divisions and
administrat ion costs .
There were some other sign ificant
items discussed during the meeting
such
as
Sir
Victor
Sm ith's
Memorabilia, the appointment of an
Association Honorary Historian , the
1996 Reunion on Queensland Gold
Coast, and the written history of the
RAN Fleet Air Arm . See the National
Presidents message for more details
about these items.
Membership continues to increase
steadily despite the inevitable losses
through death and other reasons .
There are still thousands of ex-Fleet
Air Arm fellows out there who probably
don't know we exist, lets ferret them
out and ask them to join us, even to
just read the stories in Slipstream is
fun. The following have become
members since the last Slipstream .
ACT ; Kevin Kelly.
NSW : Phillip Hopkins, Anthony
Herbert, Paul Beavis, Trevor Wright ,
Milton Jackson , Roger Wilson, Henry
Harman , John Dun, Tex Nankivell , Bill
(Sandy) Sadler , Frank Donnelly , John
Fry and Geoff Morton . Assoc iate
Members, Florence Thomas, Elaine
Altham, and Bill Allen .
QLD: Thomas Dodds, Anthony
Dodds,
Stephen
Carey,
Adrian
Whiteman, Ronald Bullock , Philip
Wurtz, Alan Kleidon , Eric Sparks ,
Claude Matthews, William Wilson ,
Francis Lord, Ernest Williams, Ryland
Gill , John Bray, Lynne Common , Noel
Cox, Ernest Maud, Jeremy Clark ,
Lance Nowland , Ken Staff, Harold
(Mick) Thomas and Hugh Wells .
SA: Errol Banks, Lynton Burridge,
John Daley, Maurice Davies , Neil
Forbes, Graham Rohrsheim , and
Associates Joyce Howlett , and Moira
Saywell.
TAS : Ron King, and Leon
O'Donnell.
VIC : Charlie
Morris,
James
Fletcher and Associates Elwyn Blight,
Rosemary Fletcher and Kathleen
Prentice .
A couple of weeks ago I caught up
with Roy Alexander at Nev Russell 's
home, Roy was with Les McCulloch

and was on a short visit from Tassie.
Have just returned from a pleasant few
days at the RAN Holiday centre
"Bungalow Park" Burril Lake. Apart
from the opportunity to drink a little of
President Toz 's Scotch , I had the
pleasure of meeting up with Charlie
Fischer, Fred Lewis, John Selby, Staff
Lowe, and their lovely wives .
Ian Ferguson

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Hi Shipmates,
Another year is upon us, and
more to the point, partly over.
Once._again I have waited ti ll now
for your [WA Members] input into the
magazine . After much criticism of my
input, and my requests for just what it
is you want written, there has once
again ,been a deafening silence. I must
emphasise , that it is most important
that informat ion gets to our members .
The Annua l Dinner was , once
again, a great success and very well
organised . Thanks are due to 'Snow'
Hall, who did a great amount of the
work to get this event off the ground .
What a great night it turned out to be.
It Is pleasing to see so many people
turn up, includ ing some new faces .
Our AGM was delayed this year .
As Commander Rob Partington was
retiring at the end of March , we took
the opportun ity to hold an evening and
present him with a gift fro'm the
Division. We are sorry to see him
leave, but I'm sure that the ACT will
be delighted to receive another
member .
The next big event will be Anzac
Day, so please make an effort and
march in the parade . Afterwards . there
will
be get-together
at Naval
Association Headquarters, 71 West
Parade , East Perth . We had a good
roll call last year, let's try and make
this one even better .
Ric Hammond has been in hospital
once aga in and is progressing well in
recovery; y;hile Dudley Stonehouse
has been in 'the Mount Hospital to
have a 'zipper' put in. Dudley is
progressing well and will be taking his
holidays in Hong Kong.
Lou Burns has been back in
hospital, his knee implant apparently
didn't go as planned. He has to have it
r~moved , and the two bones cemented
together for six weeks while he
undergoes a course of antibiotics .
After this he w ill have another implant.
This will mean no booze for six weeks
- God help the nursing s_taff !
Our congratulations go to fellow
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member, Ron Tate, who recently
received Life Membership of the Naval
Association .
To all our friends in the Eastern
States, we wish you all tt:ie best of
health.
To all members of our Division,
please give me the information you
want putting in Slipstream, or send it
yourself, or if there is anyone out there
who wishes to write the article for each
edition, please step forward .
Regards to all, ·
Theo Bushe-Jones

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
So
what
happened
to
Christmas?
I hope I behaved myself and did all
the good things that the Christmas
spirit dictates .
If I repeat myself from our last
contribution, please forgive me as I
now have to reflect back 3 months.
The Annual Christmas Dinner was
an excellent turnout by the party
faithful. Dinsley Cooper organised the
Hamstead Hotel where the hostess
made us most welcome. Twenty-five
years ago she would probably have
turned the dogs out onto us. They
have renovated the hotel with flair and
imagination, they even printed a
special menu for the Fleet Air Arm to
souvenir, or was it just a side track
from souveniring the cutlery? The
night was a great success.
In January, Dinsley and Junice
Cooper opened their home for a BYO
casual dinner, followed by a short
meeting to tidy up Divisional affairs .
Junice and Dinsley went to a lot of
trouble to set the evening off to a great
start by preparing salads, meat and
fresh cooked damper smothered in
cheese and bacon. I only managed
three pieces before the 'gannets'
arrived. Well done the Coopers!
The results from our yearly raffle
have been well received as all the
prizes were won by members of this
Association - certainly a first. First
prize, a portable CD player went to Ian
Laidler. Second, a portable (sorry),
cordless telephone won by Marg
Richards. Third, a great bottle of Port
with two plastic straws went to Ken
Hyde of Blackwood. Well done, to the
winners and the ticket sellers .
This year should possibly see a
similar situation with on major raffle .
All proceeds are earmarked for the
Australian Naval Aviation Museum at
Nowra.
The AGM was held in February,

and the following were elected to
office:
President - Mary Raynor
Vice-Pres :- John Saywell
Secretary - Dinsley Cooper
Treasurer - John Saywell
Social Sec'y - Dinsley Cooper
Newsletter Ed. - vacant
Committee Members
John Berry
Roger Harrison
Jim Elston
Lynton Burridge
It would be jolly to see some new
faces on the committee, I wish I had
the secret recipe for attracting active
membership .
The activities planned for this year
include a visit to the Maritime Museum .
at Port Adelaide, a Southern Vales
Winery bus tour, the FAA Anniversary
Dinner in August, and the ever popular
Scottish Night with a free range haggis
tossed in for good measure .
Our Anzac Day reunion will be held
at the Adelaide Quality Inn - but not
until after the march.
Dinsley Cooper has harassed
several prospective members into
becoming full members . I have met
Neil Gordon-Forbes
and Maurice
Davies (pronounced DAVIS) in the true
Welsh tradition, at the meeting held at
Dinsley's house.
The other new members are John
Daly,
Graham
Rohrsheim , and r
Stanley Errol Banks. On behalf of the
Association, I welcome you aboard.
Things are really starting to move
on the proposed layout for the Naval
Memorial Garden, I will keep you fully
informed .
Queensland Treasurer please note
that former member , Darryl Greer, has
moved to Emu Park, Yeppoon . If you
can get him to join up and be an active
member - God bless you!
Monthly meetings are held every
third Friday at Naval House , Hutt
Street, commencing at 1945.
Subscriptions
have
remained
relatively
unchanged
Full
Membership
$15,
Associate
Membership $5 and Slipstream $8.
Your 1995 subs are now due and
the Treasurer requests that everyone
give this their immediate attention .
As for the 'Fly Navy' [SA Division]
Newsletter Editor (me). I've decided to
hand it over to someone else as I've
managed to upset a few of our
members over this past year, and
upsetting members is not what I'm
about. After eight years, it's flme . If
anyone wants the job, contact Mary
Raynor 2681547 .
At this point I will close off with a

quote from Surveyor of the Navy (RN)
1837, Sir William Symonds , who said:
'Even if the propeller had the power
of propelling a vessel it would be found
altogether useless in practice, because
of the power being applied in the stern
it would be absolutely impossible to
make the vessel steer. '
Roger Harrison - Hon.Whipping Boy

VICTORIA
Greetings to all members, and
best wishes to one and all for a
healthy and prosperous new year.
The Division held its 1995 AGM on
18 February with 38 members in
attendance, the following were duly
elected to serve for the coming year.
President: Les Jordan
V.President: Frank Crowe
Secretary: Ron Christie
Treasurer : John lkin
Committee :
John Champion
Alan Clark
Bernie Butler
Ralph Mayer
Clem Conlan
Jim Kalmund
Welcome to the return of t he
prodigal son , Clem Conlan, in the
position of Social Coordinator , and to
a new member of committee , Jim
Kalmund.
A special 'thank you' to Warren
Kemp who acted as temporary
Chairman .
Congratulations to the incomi ng
committee and may their efforts over
the next twelve months be successful
and rewarding for all.
To Bryan and Jenny Roberts and
Roy Weddell , who did not return to
committee this year, a very heartfelt
'thank you ' for your past efforts.

ANZAC DAY
We ask that you meet on the south
east corner of Flinders and Swanston
Street at 0830 on 25 April. Come
along, meet up with your shipmates ,
and if you know of any 'ex-birdies',
members or not, invite them along,
let's show the FAA spirit!
The after-march reunion will be
held at the Melbourne Naval Centre
(English Speaking Union), 146 Toorak
Road (West), South Yarra , where we
hold all our functions . Don't forget , the
ladies are included .
If you require lunch, a Spit Roast
will be available at a cost of $10 per
person (same excellent caterer as last
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year). Full bar facilities are available at
club prices . BUT - bookings and
payment must be made by 11 April
1995. Cheques are to be made
payable to 'FAA of A (Vic)' and sent
to the Hon. Secretary .
As mentioned on prior occasions,
our committee meetings are open to
all members, if you wish to attend, the
dates are as follows : 4 May - 6 July 7 September
9 November,
commencing at 1930. The venue is the
Melbourne Naval Centre, address as
above.

SICK BAY
Brian Laracy is in hospital
recovering from surgery, Jock Lacy is
still on the sick list, Bill Martin is
making good progress after his
operation, and Les Jordan is still on
the mend. To all our sick friends we
wish you well and a speedy recovery .
Well, that's about all for now. From
the Victorian Division, best wishes and
good health.
Ron Christ ie - Hon Secretary

TASMANIA
The Tasmanian
Division
is
delighted to confirm that we have
been selected to host the 1995
Federal Council meeting.
This event will take place at Orford,
a small fishing/tourist town on the
south east coast, which is about one
hours drive north east from Hobart .
The meeting is scheduled to be
held on the weekend 27/28/29
October, 1995, at the Blue Water
Motor Hotel. The Tasmanian Division
held its AGM there last year and we
guarantee that the facilities a support
from the management is first class at
all times .
The facilities offered to us are as
follows:
1 - Bed and Breakfast $66 per
person for two nights on a twin share
basis (cooked breakfast).
2 - Lunch (if required), soup and
light meal $10 per person.
3 - Dinner Saturday night. Full
three course meal with tea/coffee and
mints. A dance is usually held
after the evening meal - $25 per
person.
Tea and Coffee on tap in the
conference room on Saturday .
Would
Divisional
Secretary's
please advise Barry Simpson or
myself ASAP how many will be
attending from your Division so that
bookings can be made at Orford.

Of further interest to all , is the
activities planned for the following
weekend, 3/4 and 5 November .
At Ulverstone, on the central north
coast, an 'All Ships Celebration
Reunion and Memorial Service' will be
held. This is a get-together of all expussers, regardless of background , for
a weekend of good fun .
Severa l of us attended last year's
gathering and found it to be most
enjoyable . If you are interested in
participating at Ulverstone, I suggest
you get in touch direct with the
organisers by writing to :- PO Box 220,
Ulverstone, Tasmania 7315 .
Yours aye,
Peter Barnes - Hon.Sec'y

Australian Capital Teritory
Now that Xmas has passed for
another year, we seem to be getting
time to get things back on track. We
do hope that fellow members in all
other Divisions had a very pleasant
and enjoyable Festive Season.
The latter part of last year was
largely
taken
up with
events
surrounding the Federal Council
Meeting here in Canberra . From all
reports, everything seemed to go off
well and all delegates enjoyed the
meeting and associated festivities .
On Sunday , 30th October , some
100 witnessed the dedication of the
"Errol Kavanagh Memorial Oval"
which had previously been the
Narrabundah Oval. It was adjacent to
this oval that Errol crashed in his MIG
narrowly missing this playing field on
which there were hundreds of adults
and children playing . The ceremony
was conducted by our Chaplain, Mons.
'Tiger' Lyons who journeyed specially
from Melbourne for the Ceremony .
Thank you 'Tiger' for your help as
usual.
Yours truly unfortunately had to
miss this event as I was about to leave
the States after visiting my daughter .
However, while in New York, I spent
about half a day visiting their
Aerospace Museum on the old USS
Intrepid moored alongside in the
Hudson River. Should anyone ever get
the chance to visit New York, I can
recommend a visit to this facility which
I am sure you will find most rewarding .
I was also fortunate to pay a brief
visit to the USAF Academy a short
distance from Colorado Springs . This
is also well worth a visit if only to see
the magnificent Chapel which stands
as a landmark within the Academy and

caters for all religions within its
structure .
Fortunately , the deadline for this
issue has been put back and I am now
able to advise everyone of our new
Office Bearers for 1995 who were
elected at the AGM on 22nd February .
As a result of this meeting, our
new Office Bearers are as follows:
President: Geoff Ledger
Vice-Pres: Brian Treloar
Secretary: Peter Schilling
Treasurer: Mike Astbury
Soc. Sec: Daphne Clarke
Comm ittee: Vince Daly, Maurie
Tiffen, Richard Scott, Gwen Dadswell
and David Ramsay.
We welcome Peter Schilling to his
new task as Secretary and are sure
that he will keep the ship in fine tune .
At our AGM we had some 16 members
present as well as a number of wives
who provided the gathering with tasty
ni6bles at the conclusion of the
meet ing. Thank you again ladies.
In case there are some of our
members who are concerned that their
advice of subscription does not appear
on their address slips , I would advise
that th is advice was forwarded to head
office early in February , and those
whose subs were received after this
date will not have their new 95 advice
printed on their address slips until the
next edition . Now, if there are any who
still get a readout of 93 or 94 when you
receive the October issue , I would
earnestly request that you contact the
Treasurer with a cheque as q4ickly as
possible .
Brian Treloar

NEW SOUTH WALES
Welcome to 1995 - and what a
start the Division has made!
Despite torrential
rain, sixty
members and guests turned to at the
Australian Naval Aviation Museum for
the Annua l General Meeting.
The meeting was chaired by Barry
Roberts , who had taken over the
Pres ident ',s j ob when Jim Lee stood
down to take over the position of
Treasurer at the end of 1994 . This
move had been necessary to ensure
that the Division could function
administratively
when volunteers
could not be found to fill all executive
committee positions.
However , due to a concerted effort
( cajoling and pushing) by Barry and
Jim in February, we were better
prepared for this AGM . Not only did we
have a record turn up for the meeting,
but nominations were received for all
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executive positions on the committee,
plus six for general committee . This
must surely be some sort of record.
With the exception of Ken Barnett,
Stafford Lowe and Barry Roberts, all
committee members are from the
Shoalhaven area.
After the meeting , this great result
was celebrated with light refreshments
in the White Ensign Club Function
Centre, the tab being picked up by the
Division . This gesture of largesse by
the outgoing committee was deemed
to be acceptable after the Museum
Director presented us with a cheque
for $1600, this being our share of
proceeds from the Hot-Dog and
sausage sizzle stalls operated by
members on the Australia Day Fly-In.
Well done, to those who were involved
with the fundraising.
To those who volunteered their
names to help on the food stalls on
Fly-In days, we wish to advise you that
the Easter Fly-In day has unfortunately
been cancelled , however, there will be
other days when your assistance will
be most appreciated .
The
new
Committee
of
Management held its first meeting on
13 March at the Bomaderry RSL Club .
Once again there was a good roll up,
this is very encouraging . Future
committee meetings will be held at the
same venue on the third Monday of
each month commencing at 1900 - the
next meeting will be on 17 April.
Members and interstate members are
most welcome to attend .
The return of Annual Subscriptions
(which were due in January) has so far
been very good . There are still a few
more to come and we request that you
give the matter your urgent attention .
I am looking forward to a
productive and rewarding year for the
Division and hope that the renewed
vigour being displayed
by the
membership will increase with each
passing month .
To the outgoing Committee, our
thanks , to Jim Lee a special vote of
thanks for his devotion above and
beyond.
ELECTED OFFICE BEARERS
President: Max Altham
Vice--Pres.: Barry Roberts
Secretary: Mike Heneghan
Treasurer: Denis Mulvihill
PRO: John Arnold
Social Sec.: Ben Link
Welfare : Kevin Roberts
Hist. Flt. Liaison : Tony Penno
Nev Newbold - A/Treas.
Ivan 'Chips' Gray -AN.Jelfare
Jules Ducret - Al Soc.Sec.

Stafford Lowe
Ken Barnett
Terry Hetherington
Max Altham - President
NOTICE FOR SHOALHAVEN
MEMBERS

fill in our time relaxing on the beach,
walking and just sitting on our own
verandah over looking the beautifu l
crystal water and pristine beach and
feeding the many friendly kangareos
which freely graze the grounds .
We were treated like roya lty and
we could not have wished for more
friendly or thoughtful service .

The Salvation Army - Shoalhaven
And the last word from the PRO ...
An invitation
is extended to
attend the ANZAC Sunday, 23 April,
Service of Commemoration
at the
citadel on the corner of St. Anne
Street and Salisbury Drive, Nowra,
commencing at 7:00pm.
During this service, forme r and
and
Medical
serving
Nursing
personnel of the services will be
honoured . The colour party will consist
of a tri-service party from the Medical
Corps.
The Chatswood Salvation Army
Band will provide a 20 minute musical
prelude prior to the commencement of
the service .
From the Navy aspect, their
medical
branch
will
be well
represented by the President , Mr Fred
Faulkner , and Secretary, Mr Ron
Josey ,
of
the
Sickbaymen 's
Association , a sub-branch of the Naval
Association of Australia .
Be early as we normally have a
capacity crowd .
Kelvin Pethybridge, (Captain)
A note from the winner of the NSW
Division's
'Murramurang
Village '
raffle.
This is just a note to express my
appreciation
for the wonderful
holiday at Murramurang
Village
Resort which I was lucky to win in
your raffle.
On our arrival we were escorted to
our beach front cottage and welcomed
with champagne and chocolates . At
our nominated time, our waiter arrived
with a wh ite cloth , flowers and all the
trimmings to set the table for ou·r
evening meal. He also carried a huge
platter of seafood - lobste r, king
prawns, oysters and tropical salad .
We assumed that this was for the
three of us, but to our amazement he
was followed by two other young men
bearing an identical platter, this huge
meal was followed by dessert and
coffee.
The next day we attended a 'family '
barbecue which was followed by a very
entertaining cabaret.
While
there were organised
activities for us to join in, we chose to

Several people have contacted
me over the past year, requesting
information
about Motel family
accommodation
in Nowra that is
close to Albatross and the Naval
Aviation Museum.
The establishment that fulfils thi s
requisite , and has been recommended
to me, is the Cross Country Motel. It is
located on the 'old' Princes Highway
[now Kinghorn Street] , one block south
of the Venom-on-a-stick .
Good , clean accommoda tion is
provided at reasonable rates which
include a Cont inenta l breakfast.
Restaurant facilities are also available
Thursday , Friday and Saturday . Ring
(044) 217777 for more informati on.

QUEENSLAND
Our trip to Canberra was very
enjoyable. Marian nearly enjoyed
the flights to and from.
The ACT Division were great hosts
and it was good to meet with 'Toz' and
Gwen Dadswell again, and also Mike
Astbury , Jerry O'Day , 'Sham us'
O'Farrel l, Digby Johns , Vince Dal,
~ons 'Tiger 'Lyons , Harry Beardsell
and many others .
Sir Victor came in for morn ing tea
with us during the Council Meeting and
looked very well. He expressed his
pleasure with regard to the progress of
our Queensland Division .
John Crawley [who 's still not a
member . Ed] was to meet us at the
airport . When we went in there was no
sign of him. I then saw a very weird
looking appar ition - long straggly hair
over his face , holding up a card with
'TAXI - Mr & Mrs Lister ex- Brisbane'
written on it. I looked harder and
realised it was JC and thought , 'My
God , what has he done to him self?
Maybe he's gone to an extreme
alternative lifestyle! ' I quickly 'honked'
him with a small hooter I had for the
occasion Well , he started to laugh,
went for his 'six- hooter ' in a scruffy
bag, and then pulled a wig off! Much to
the relief of other people who were
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probably thinking of calling the police.
Much laughter! We had a great time even getting breathalysed after leaving
'Toz's' home. I'd had a few beers,
glasses of wine and ports, but was still
under the limit. The 'Gendarme'
couldn't believe it - apart from not
asking for my licence (which was left
at home), and whose car it was ( It
belonged to the Crawleys, who were
living it up somewhere in Wagga).
Anyhow, he shook my hand and told
me to be careful of how much I drank.
I didn't think I had a problem!
In November we held a BBQ at
Mooloolaba with over 70 members
present. Peter Slipper, the MP for
Fisher Division , presented us with an
Australian flag .
Rick Hammond called in for a
while and John Bray and his wife came
along as well. Our Line Book provides
a good record of our events.
The Christmas Dinner at the
Currumbin RSL was a great success
with 84 attending . The evening was
very enjoyable . The food and service
excellent - some of us even made it to
the dance floor!
Our Social calendar is fairly busy
this first six months, with the visit to
Ron Mossman 's Grandchester Hotel,
the AGM at the Power Boat Club, a trip
on the old steam tug 'Forceful' from
Brisbane on 9 April, and Anzac Day
celebrations . Everyone can relax
during the latter half of the year .
Ian Henderson, Jock Collins and I,
attended the Queensland Air Museum
AGM and subsequently, Jock has
been appointed as Liaison Officer to
explore and encourage our member's
participation . They are planning to
build a large hangar and we have been

offered a room for our own displays,
apart from the aircraft on show .
We had a terrific day at the
Grandchester Hotel, it was very hot,
but more than 60 turned up for the
event. Ron and Veronica Mossman
put on the food - we bought the drinks
- many of them! Max Gant actually
made it this time . He wasn't going to
give Trevor Bolitho the chance to have
a go at him for missing the bus again!
Although the Gold Coast bus did a bit
of a mystery tour to get there, thanks
to a farmer who was able to give them
some very vague directions which
helped immensely .
A couple of Journo/Photog raphers
came along from the Queensland
Times and Gatton Star to place the
event into history, and some good PR
for Ron's hote:I. Thanks for a great
day, Ron and Veronica .
Les Jordan was up in Bundaberg
visiting Ron Forrest and they had a
BBQ at Ron's place with quite a few of
the local blokes there, including Bob
Conellan and Abby Tedford . The local
newspaper visited and I'm sending the
photo's and write-up to John to try to
put them in this edition.
Marian and I were in Bundaberg in
January and visited Bob and Colleen
Conellan . Bob is as cheerful as ever
and having a tough time .
Abby
Tedford is staying there for a while to
keep him on his toes.
Bob Bryce is moving along with the
planning for the '96 National Reunion
at the Gold Coast. We will include a
letter, hopefully
in this edition
(compliments of John and Ian Fergie),
plus a ma il out to those who don't get
Slipstream, asking for registration of
those intending to come . The date has

been set for 7 -12th November , 1996 make a note of it! We have had
confirmation of the use of the Anzac
Room , Twin Towns RSL Club at
Tweed Heads/Coolangatta as our
base for the period, and the Sanora
Point Club the venue for a poolside
party on the Saturday night - we'll fill in
the other details as we go.
We were all sad to hear that 'Pinky'
Bramich and Frank Cleland had
passed on and ext.end our sympathy to
their families .
Dick Coates requested in his will
that his estate provide us with $300 to
hold a wake that will includ e his
immediate family . We are planning to
follow his wishes after the AGM,
providing that his family are free to
attend . ·
On Anzac Day, we will be
marching in Brisbane again , we are in
the process of arranging the post
march get-together at the Bulimba
Arm'y Base . Last year was excellent
and we ask for full support this year,
seeing that this is the 50th Anniversary
of the end of WW2 . The Naval
contingent will lead the Brisbane
Parade on Anzac Day and we have
been notified we will be No.18 in the
order of marching and forming up in
William Street. We usually meet at
0930 . Looking forward to seeing you
there .
Our membership
is steadily
growing and Frank Nielson , Secretary,
is sending out membership cards as
each person becomes financial. The
good word is spreading.
Regards to all,
Barry Lister - President

~--'.__~----~~~~~~~~~~~~

=
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The Australian Naval Aviation Museum

The last article for Slipstream
was written some months ago, it
centred
primarily
on
the
extraordinary
success of the 11
September '94 official opening of
the foyer. The foyer has made a
quantum
difference
to
our
operations in that it has allowed us
to develop the shop as well as
being an outstanding area to greet
guests. This has been particularly
important with meeting tour groups
and as a point for commencing the
official tours of the museum.
However, it is the Function Centre
that has taken centre stage from the
activity point of view . In preparation for
the end of -season festivities we fitted
out the function centre to ensure that
we were able to cater for the wide
variety of requirements anticipated in
this line of business.

barn' , which is now located on the
ground floor in the display hangar.
We took $31,000 in cash for the
day which was double our previous
record. This successful result most
probably had a lot to do with the
'freebie' television advertising aired by
WIN Television.
The Air Display was als·o the best
to date, despite the non-arrival of the
Spitfire and the MiG 21 . The
participation of operational aircraft
from HMAS Albatross did much to
enhance the day and please the

crowd . It was very interesting to hear
the comments afterwards.
Our programming may not have
been too slick, because after all, it was
a Family Day. However, with the
museum situated right alongside the
approach to the main runway , a
spectacular view is provided for the
people who don't normally have the
opportunity to attend such displays .
We tend to get a bit blase about it and
tend to forget that visitors to the area
very
rarely
have
the
same
opportunities as we do. From now on,

The Function Centre - has been
extremely busy with business lunches,
dinners , weddings, fashion shows ,
trade fairs, workshops etc .. We
attended a caterer's auction in Sydney
and were fortunate to purchase some
of the electrical items that have
enabled us to expand and be more
efficient. We now have a fully
equipped kitchen and all the necessary
utensils to meet all occasions .
We went through a phase where
every weekend and virtually every
evening, or day, was booked out with
at least one function, sometimes two .
It was an interesting programming
experience.
Members of the Fleet Air Arm
Association should be aware that we
are open 7 days a week, in fact any
time on request, we are also extremely
competitive in our prices. Please don't
forget us when you are booking a
function
for
your
business,
association , weddings or any other
interest.
Australia Day Air Day - this
Family Air Day was our best yet. It was
a fantastic success and attracted in
excess of 5,000 visitors, which is
probably the maximum that we can
cope with under the present staffing
and catering arrangements. The Fleet
Air Arm Association were extremely
active in assisting in a variety of ways
and we are very grateful for all the
support
from
the
members,
particularly in manning the new 'food

In this view, the mural is painted on a backing board mounted on a longitudinall y bisected
' Huey' (a portion of the cockpit and one of the skids can be seen from this angle ). A shelf
carries some of the photographic history, and a rotor blade has brass plates attached
carrying names of the Vietnam Flight's personnel.
Photo Peregrine
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we will target as best we can, the
tourist market for our Air Days.
Displays:
Sea Otter display - Shell Australia
sponsored a further $25,000 for this
display. The museum's Sea Otter nose
section will be projected from a section
of the museum wall and a full size
mural painted around it as the
backdrop. The theme will be around
the Sea Otter stowed in the hangar of
HMAS Sydney. The display will be
totally enclosed and the only viewing
point will be through the 'Sydney's
hangar door'. With artistic illumination,
it will bring out the best of the Sea
Otter as an aircraft display.
The
Navy
and the
Local
Community - this is the name of the
display to be sponsored by the 1MB
[lllawarra Mutual Building Society].
We
have
commissioned
a
professional historian to put together
the link between the Navy and the
local community of the South Coast,
commencing from the birth of the 1MB
in the 1850s up to the present time. It
will replace the 1MB display currently
located in the museum's
1MB
Exhibition Centre.
The Sir Victor Smith display - will
be established in the area previously
occupied by the museum shop in the
1MB Exhibition Centre . We are
extremely grateful to the Fleet Air Arm
Association for offering to sponsor this
display. It was originally proposed that
the work should be carried out by
FAAA volunteers, however, it was
considered perhaps more appropriate
that it should be put together by
specialists in this field, such is the
significance of this display. We are
now in the process of getting designs
and prices organised for a proposal to
the FAA Association.
The National President of the
FAAA, has already delivered to the
museum, memorabilia gifted by Sir
Victor, this will form the basis of the
display.
Fleet Air Arm history - is being
portrayed in artistic form on the
museum side of the foyer wall .
Utilising old enlarged photographs
which are being repainted , it will
provide a magnificent depiction of our
history. This display will take up the
whole museum side of the foyer wall
and is well on the way to completion .
If members would like to come and
view the progress on this display , the

artist, Trudie Last, is present most
days and would be delighted to
discuss the work with anyone who's
interested . She is extremely proud of
her
attention
to
detail
and
professionalism .
The Vietnam Display - that was a
centrepiece of the old museum , has
been moved into the new museum
complex. It has been completely
redesigned and renovated by our
volunteers,
and
an
artist
commissioned to present it in a more
professional setting. It will be a
magnificent display on comp letion.
The Gulf War - was depicted in a
pictorial display in the old museum,
and on a temporary display in the
Function Centre. We are now going to
utilise one spare wall in the main
display hall to place the photographs
of the RAN's participation in the Gulf
War to complete the full nm of the
history of the Fleet Air Arm .
The Heathcote Inn 'Huey' - some
of you may be aware that the museum
has loaned its UH1B to the Heathcote
Inn as a promotion for the museum .
The UH1 B is mounted on a pole
alongside the main road in full view of
the Princes Highway . It is a
magnificent display and we do get a lot
of publicity out of the aircraft being
situated there. In return, the Navy has
loaned us a UH18 for display in the
museum hangar.

The Sea Boat - from HMAS
Melbourne is now fully restored. The
restoration team, under the leadership
of Bob Cronin and with the assistance
of the technicians from the Public
Service adjustment programme , have
done a fantastic job . It is currently on
display in the museum hangar.
Restoration Projects:
The Scout -· is coming along
slowly , it is being completely restored
by Leading Seaman Johnson . The
main rotor blades have been restored
by British Aerospace as a 'freebie', and
the engine is being rebuilt in the
museum workshop .
The Sycamore - volunteers have
got to the stage where the helicopter
has been completely restored and
for
lightened
in
preparation
susp,ension over the foyer wall . This
should take place in the very near
future .
The DC3 - is now fitted out as a
small cinema with a video and
television installed in the cabin.
The Sea Fury - restoration being
carr ied out by Oscar Harper and his
team is still underway . Guido Zuccoli
has confirmed that the Sea Fury
propelle r is ready for delivery to
Albatross . Guido has now restored the
engine and prop completely free of
charge.
·
The Bell 47 - project
has slowed down while
spare parts are sorted to
enable one aircraft to be
restored to a presentable
standard
for display
purposes .
The Sea Vampire has been donated to the
museum
by
the
Australian
War
Memorial. We lost a
canopy la~ year during
the high winds , we have
been donated another
one,
thanks to Nigel
Apperley .
Don Parkinson and
his restoration t eam
come into the museum
every Saturday and have
done for the last six
years . Come on in and
join them !

The Heathcote Inn 'Huey'

Photo ANAM

continued over ...
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Aircraft Acquisitions:
The Gannet - XG888, the Royal
Navy have confirmed the gifting of the
Gannet which is currently' at Lee-onSolent in the south of England. We are
now attempting to establish the
possibility of embarking this aircraft in
the next RN Task Group coming 'down
under' to
celebrate
the
50th
Anniversary of the Victory in the
Pacific.
F14 Tomcat - could not be picked
up from the USA when high winds and
rough weather prevented HMAS
Kanimbla, the second of the ex-USN
LSTs, from embarking the aircraft with
safety . We are now attempting to
establish other means of transporting
another Tomcat back to Australia .
However, transporting such an aircraft
by road from Sydney is a huge
problem - we haven't given up.
The Hunter - We have been told of
various Armed Forces getting rid of
Hunter aircraft that are no longer
required . A lot of them are still in
serviceable and flyable condition . An
Australian agent has bought 20 plus of
these aircraft, one of them which is for
static display . We are in touch with
that company now.
Loan Aircraft:
The MiG 15 - that we have on loan
from Hockey Teloar has proven to be
of great interest to our many visitors .
It has to be taken out for an engine run
every two months or so, but beyond
that , it would appear that we are going
to have this aircraft as a permanent
loan.
The AVRO Cadet - which is 1932
vintage, is currently on display in the
museum. We are getting the history of
the aircraft together because it is an
extremely interesting model and
beautifully restored . It is for sale and if
any member would like to purchase
this aircraft it will cost you in the order
of $200,000.
Matters of Interest:
Development of Air Days - Food
Barn - We have gone into a joint
venture with the NSW Branch of the
FAAA becc;1useone of our most scarce
commodities for Family Air Days is
manpower . The NSW Branch now
provides the manpower for the Food
Barn concept which sells steak and
sausage sandwiches, beef rolls , pies ,

hot dogs, soft drinks, cakes and tea or
coffee . For their efforts they retain
50% of the profits. It is extremely hard
work but it is most important to us to
keep this close association with the
Fleet Air Arm Association in order that
the money made is put back into our
joint interest. 50% profits from the
Australia Day worked out to be $1600
plus $200 to the Naval Association
who also assisted.
Night Flying Suppers - As you are
aware, we tried to organise Night flying
Suppers during 1994, but the difficulty
of coordinating the activities of the
squadrons in conjunction with the
dinner made it impossible to organise .
We are therefore trying once again
during 1995.
Tombola
Nights
- We are
conducting
Tombola
sessions
throughout 1995. Tombola nights will
include supper and cash prizes: some
of that money will be donated to a
worthy cause . It will be interesting to
see how successful this particular
initiative will be.
Store Ship - We have been
fortunate enough to have the support
of 20 or so NSW Branch members of
the FAAA to help us move stores from
ASSET 30 to containers . We have
another working bee organised prior to
Easter to complete the job. It is then
our intention to catalogue these parts
in slow time.
Membership Cards -All members
of the Museum Foundation Society will
have received their Membership Cards
and a list of benefits as members.
Warbirds over Wanaka - The
museum is organising a trip to New
Zealand at Easter 1996 to attend the
'Warbirds over Wanaka Airshow' . The
trip will depart on Friday and include
an option of two days at the airshow or
a visit to Milford Sound on Saturday
and Wanaka on Sunday . We will visit
the RNZAF Wigram Museum on the
Monday before departing Christchurch
for Sydney .
Please phone Karen on (044)
217463 to be put on the provisional list
for more details and costing .
Fundraising
- has continued
unabated with the main objective
being the clearing of our debt, incurred
through cladding the hangar last year.
The debt should be cleared April this
year .
The
Christmas
cards
and

calendars proved to be a great
success, not only in fundraising but in
promoting the museum . We realise
that we made a few mistakes in the
calendar and vye will learn from that if
we decide to do another one. The
Christmas cards are dateless and we
have plenty available for Christmas
1995. The range is being expanded to
include Albatross. Another initiative is
to go into the Phone Card business
with a presentation/collector's pack of
the museum . This will be retailed at
$24.00 and if you are interested in
obtaining one please contact t he
museum . The phone card wi ll be
launched on Easter Saturday . These
collector
packs will
make
an
interesting Christmas present for the
grandchildren.
Volunteers - From all the staff at
the museum I forward our sincere
appreciation for all the hard work that
our volunteers have provided for the
museum in meeting a wide range of
tasks . Without volunteers we would
not progress as rapidly as we are
today . It may be of interest to learn
that we have some 120 volunteers
currently on our books, who range
from coming in on a weekly basis to a
yearly basis , carrying out many
different tasl<.s. It would be no surprise
to any of our readers to know that
without the support of our many
volunteers Family Air Days would not
be the success they are today .
Manpower
is our most scarce
commodity and we need all the help
we cab get. So if you are in a position
to assist us on Air Days, or any other
time , we would welcome your support
in any way possible .
Finally, from all the staff at the
museum to all the readers of
Slipstream we wish you a very happy
and prosperous 1995 .
With best wishes,
Mike Lehan
Commander RAN (Rtd)
Museum Director
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Spotted around
the traps ...

Making his first visit to the ANAM, Ryan
Hallett (R467065), from Tasmania. Ryan, an
ex-SA served in Sydney and RAN AS. -PP

Peter Slipper MP, presenting the Australian flag to the Queensland Division .
L-R: Al Smith - Ian Henderson - Frank Nielson - Peter Slipper - Mick Blair - Frank Collins Brian Sargeson - Barry Lister
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TWO CARTOONS FROM THE FILES - the events weren't funny at the time!
Top:
This cartoon appeared after the fire at RANAS which demolished the hangar and theTrackers.
Below:
This one appeared after the Melbourne snapped her tow resisting the final voyage.
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